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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Texas is home to over 26 million residents—a number that is expected to grow to approximately
45 million by 2040 (1). Commerce and quality of life in Texas depend on the daily delivery of
millions of tons of goods shipped efficiently and affordably over the Texas freight transportation
system by a network of highways, railways, waterways, ports, airports, pipelines, and land portsof-entry. The multimodal freight transportation system efficiently connects local, regional,
national, and global markets. With population levels increasing and growth in online purchasing
and e-commerce, the state’s transportation network can expect increasing levels of freight
movements.
The last portion of the freight delivery trip is referred to as the last mile and represents the largest
and most inefficient portion for carriers. This inefficiency is especially true in rural areas where
customers may be spaced far apart. One consequence is that large package delivery carriers add
fuel surcharges to rural packages, increasing the costs for rural residents. Improved efficiency of
last-mile deliveries will benefit rural residents and freight carriers.
Rural transit agencies and intercity bus carriers are an important component of the Texas
multimodal transportation system. Rural transit agencies operate demand-response, door-to-door,
or curb-to-curb service throughout Texas, providing critical connections to goods and services
for rural residents. In addition, intercity bus carriers offer package delivery services that can
often deliver a package the same day it is shipped and provide direct connectivity between
origins and destinations without the need for a distribution center.
This network of rural transit agencies and intercity bus carriers may effectively bridge the last-mile
gap in package shipping from the freight drop point to the final destination by providing last-mile
package delivery services in exchange for a service fee. These service fees, an alternative revenue
stream, could offer rural transit operators the opportunity to operate more sustainably and
potentially leverage additional state- and federal-level funding sources by providing funding for
local match. Additionally, new service and greater connections in rural areas could improve
quality of life.
This research project investigates current gaps in existing package delivery service that the
network of intercity bus and rural transit districts (RTDs) in Texas could fill. The Texas
Department of Transportation (TxDOT), transit agencies, and freight stakeholders will benefit
from knowledge of best practices, challenges, policy implications, and the potential for revenue
generation that result from this research and pilot implementation.
This report documents the research about coordinating package delivery service between private
package delivery providers and rural public transit operators. The following sections briefly
describe the research activities and key outcomes from each task.
STATE-OF-THE-PRACTICE SCAN
Researchers describe the current last-mile package delivery environment through a scan of the
historic and current state of the practice to establish a baseline understanding of package delivery
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services in the United States and provide a better understanding of the opportunity for rural
transit agencies to participate in freight delivery as a last-mile solution.
Documentation for this activity provided the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The history and current state of the practice of last-mile package delivery services.
The involvement (depth and breadth) of transit agencies in such services.
Non-transit last-mile package delivery options.
The network of intercity bus carriers that may interline with rural transit agencies.
Relevant legislation, policies, and practices that affect package delivery operations.
Specific examples found in existing literature of last-mile package delivery using rural
transit.

The scan included a review of relevant literature, currently available services, and other
information including local, regional, state, and federal laws pertaining to package delivery.
Key findings from the state-of-the-practice scan are:
•
•
•
•
•

•

In recent years, large service providers have documented increased demand for package
delivery. The growth of online shopping (or e-commerce) contributed most to the
increase of package volumes.
Package deliveries in rural areas of Texas face challenges from infrastructure
deterioration and a population that is decreasing, aging, and dispersed.
The last mile of the logistics chain, which accounts for a large proportion of shipment
costs and complexity of operations, is often the most inefficient. In rural areas, low
residential density adds distance and time to delivery routes.
Package delivery companies are investing in methods to reduce the cost of delivering
packages. Possible solutions may include the utilization of centralized package pickup,
dropoff locations, and package delivery on buses.
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has no specific guidance on package delivery
using public transportation vehicles. Due to considerations of complying with regulations
and ensuring safe operations, adding cargo operations to a passenger service may require
adjustments to operational and procedural practices for both the operating agency and
driver performing the movement.
The literature review indicated that providing package delivery services as a means of
augmenting transit agency revenue is not a concept that is currently under investigation
by researchers and public transit agencies; however, private intercity bus operators have a
long history with package delivery.

FACT-FINDING QUESTIONNAIRE
To gather data directly from stakeholders through a fact-finding questionnaire, researchers
identified relevant types of stakeholders for package/freight delivery coordination between
public rural transit agencies and the private sector. Types of stakeholders included FTA, TxDOT,
rural transit agencies, and private-sector companies. The scope of work envisioned primarily
using an online questionnaire, but researchers expanded the data collection effort to include
virtual meetings with private-sector companies.
2

Findings from the stakeholder questionnaire built upon the baseline state-of-the-practice
information collected and ascertained current experience with an interest in freight delivery as a
last-mile solution.
Key findings from the questionnaire are as follows:
•
•

•
•

Seven out of 37 Texas rural transit agencies have experience with at least one of the
following forms of delivery: meals-on-wheels, package delivery, and freight haul. Five
out of the seven are involved in package delivery now or were in the past.
The primary motivation for delivering packages on buses is that this service can generate
additional revenue, facilitate coordination between agencies, and benefit community
partnership. Package delivery revenue averaged approximately $4,724 each year and
ranged from $1,800 to $10,000.
Keys to success for package delivery or freight haul include good communication,
mutually beneficial arrangements, sufficient marketing, and detailed procedure on
package tracking.
Barriers to adopting package delivery on buses include lack of a proper contact person in
package carrier companies, relative low revenue compared to the effort to coordinate
package delivery, and the increasing need to provide on-demand package delivery
service.

RURAL AND INTERCITY BUS WORKSHOPS
To develop dialogue between stakeholders and investigate findings from the state-of-practice
scan and fact-finding questionnaire more thoroughly, researchers facilitated a series of
stakeholder workshops to capture rural transit agency and private intercity bus carrier
perspectives on using public transit to facilitate last-mile package delivery in rural areas.
The workshops acted as a platform to inform participants and gain feedback on possible options,
challenges, barriers, advantages, and disadvantages of using public transit to facilitate package
delivery, as well as to discuss opportunities for coordination of package delivery between the
public and private sectors. Stakeholders, including representatives from the 37 Texas rural transit
agencies, private and public intercity bus operators, private package delivery interests, TxDOT,
and others, were invited to participate in the workshops.
The workshops revealed that transit agencies and private package carriers are equally interested
in the concept of last-mile package delivery and perceive similar benefits:
•
•
•
•

Additional reach and market share.
Increased ridership.
Increased revenue.
Opportunities to collaborate on service provision beyond package delivery.

There is not a one-size-fits-all way to implement package delivery in rural areas. The type of
package delivery service is dependent upon local/regional markets and the size/capacity of the
local partner. The diversity of potential markets is substantial.
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Package delivery can offer transit agencies the opportunity to provide an additional service to
their customers and improve rural residents’ access to goods and services. It can provide
additional service points from private carriers. Funding partners (FTA, TxDOT, metropolitan
planning organizations [MPOs], and others) may need to develop an understanding of this
concept to ensure that such programs are executed in the same way throughout Texas. It is
crucial to have support from funding agencies to ensure successful programs.
GUIDEBOOK
The research supported development of a guidebook to aid TxDOT and its partners and
stakeholders in how to best identify and implement these mobility programs (available at
http://tti.tamu.edu/documents/0-6891-P3.pdf).
This guidebook is designed to inform rural transit operators of how to implement a package
delivery service using information and input gathered from the state-of-the practice scan, the
fact-finding questionnaire, and stakeholder workshops. The guidebook summarizes the fiscal,
coordination, and transportation impacts of rural transit package delivery service and provides
elements for consideration in developing and implementing package delivery service using rural
transit services.
The guidebook includes the following sections:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review of the state of the practice.
Opportunities for services and markets.
Challenges associated with service provision.
Potential service models and example service pricing.
Documentation of pilot package delivery service outcomes and lessons learned.
Appendices.

PILOT PACKAGE DELIVERY SERVICE
To test the guidebook and learn more about implementing a package delivery service provided
under a partnership between a rural transit agency and a private package delivery service,
researchers solicited transit agencies to participate in a pilot package delivery service in
collaboration with Greyhound Package Express (GPX). Eight rural transit agencies stated interest
in participating, and Southwest Area Regional Transit District (SWART) and Concho Valley
Transit District (Concho Valley) were selected to join the pilot. Researchers selected the pilot
transit agencies because of unique service areas and the potential to generate meaningful lessons
for the pilot. Using the guidebook as a reference, researchers worked to facilitate coordination
between SWART and Concho Valley and GPX to establish a service plan and implement
package service. The final guidebook documents the pilot’s outcomes and lessons learned
including an analysis of the pilot’s strengths, challenges, opportunities, and threats (SCOT)
analysis as presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. SCOT Analysis—Pilot Package Delivery Service.

Strengths
Low cost of entry
• Service uses existing transit vehicles, drivers,
and dispatchers.
• Technology requirements are limited to
desktop computers and, optionally, tablets.
Service diversity
• Package delivery service provides customers
with additional connections to their home
regions, the state, and nation.
• Transit agencies gain experience operating
innovative service and thinking outside the
box, which could contribute to future transit
service innovation.
Opportunities
Economic development
• Package service has the potential to facilitate
low-cost shipping for local businesses and
generate demand for secondary
service-sector businesses such as couriers.
Buy-in from TxDOT and stakeholders
• TxDOT and stakeholders throughout Texas
signaled support for this type of service
during workshops and through the project
period.

Challenges
Low demand for service
• During the performance period, the pilots
did not receive requests for service. Without
demand, the service cannot be successful.
Insurance requirements
• Liability insurance that covers package
delivery activities is required for transit
agencies to accept the additional risk
associated with a new service. During the
performance period, the transit agencies
were unable to obtain adequate insurance.
Threats
Appearance of limited profitability
• Because the pilots did not receive service
requests, it could appear as though the
service concept may not be profitable. Given
a longer performance period, it is likely that
demand and profitability would increase.

External

POTENTIAL FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
Based on the research outcomes and challenges associated with the pilot implementation of
package delivery service, researchers developed a series of potential future research and
technical assistance opportunities. Table 2 presents these potential opportunities.
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Future Considerations

Positive Contributions/Outcomes

Internal

Table 2. Future Opportunities.
Market Analysis and Feasibility
Document Insurance
Availability, Requirements, and
Risk Profiles
Technical Assistance for an
Alternative Service Working
Group

Perform in-depth market research in areas throughout Texas to
document potential for transit-based package delivery service and
coordination between transit agencies and intercity bus providers.
Review the options to insure transit-based package delivery
service, the requirements set forth by insurers and legislation, and
produce risk profiles that identify the perceived risk of different
example service types.
Coordinate and facilitate a working group to enable information
sharing between transit agencies in Texas that are implementing
alternative service types (including but not limited to package
delivery).
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INTRODUCTION
Texas is home to over 26 million residents—a number that is expected to grow to approximately
45 million by 2040 (1). Commerce and quality of life in Texas depend on the daily delivery of
millions of tons of goods shipped efficiently and affordably over the Texas freight transportation
system by a network of highways, railways, waterways, ports, airports, pipelines, and land portsof-entry. The multimodal freight transportation system efficiently connects local, regional,
national, and global markets. With population levels increasing and growth in online purchasing
and e-commerce, the state’s transportation network can expect increasing levels of freight
movements.
The last portion of the freight delivery trip is referred to as the last mile and represents the largest
and most inefficient portion for carriers. This inefficiency is especially true in rural areas where
customers may be spaced far apart. One consequence is that large package delivery carriers add
fuel surcharges to rural packages, increasing the costs for rural residents. Improved efficiency of
last-mile deliveries will benefit rural residents and freight carriers.
The Texas Freight Mobility Plan recognizes this issue and recommends facilitation of
connections between local governments and the freight industry to enhance connectivity and
develop solutions to last-mile challenges (1). Additionally, it states that Texas, “should invest in
strategies and solutions that link the different freight transportation modes” and cites the
following opportunities:
•
•

Ensure the development of a system with adequate and available access points that
facilitates the use of alternative modes beyond trucking to alleviate capacity concerns on
highways (e.g., truck-rail facilities).
Emphasize project selection criteria in the TxDOT planning process that support and
prioritize funding of first- and last-mile connectors in locations with regional, statewide,
and national significance, including both urban and rural connectors (1).

Rural transit agencies and intercity bus carriers are an important component of the Texas
multimodal transportation system. Rural transit agencies operate demand-response, door-to-door,
or curb-to-curb service throughout Texas, providing critical connections to goods and services
for rural residents. In addition, intercity bus carriers offer package delivery services that can
often deliver a package the same day it is shipped and provide direct connectivity between
origins and destinations without the need for a distribution center.
This network of rural transit agencies and intercity bus carriers may effectively bridge the last-mile
gap in package shipping from the freight drop point to the final destination by providing last-mile
package delivery services in exchange for a service fee. These service fees, an alternative revenue
stream, could offer rural transit operators the opportunity to operate more sustainably and
potentially leverage additional state- and federal-level funding sources by providing funding for
local match. Additionally, new service and greater connections in rural areas could improve
quality of life.
Continued growth of business to consumer e-commerce has increased demand for package
shipping services. Rural areas face a particular challenge in finding efficient last-mile delivery of
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goods (from freight drop to final destination). Last-mile package delivery service may present an
opportunity for rural transit operators to diversify revenue sources and improve overall cost
effectiveness while maintaining existing door-to-door service.
This report documents the research about coordinating package delivery service between private
package delivery providers and rural public transit operators. TxDOT, transit and freight
stakeholders (such as, regional package delivery companies, United Parcel Service [UPS], FedEx
Corporation, and United States Postal Service [USPS]), and transit agencies will benefit from
knowledge of best practices, challenges, policy implications, and the potential for revenue
generation. Researchers developed a guidebook to aid TxDOT and its partners and stakeholders
in how to best identify and implement these mobility programs.
The report is organized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State-of-the-practice scan.
Fact-finding questionnaire.
Rural and intercity bus workshops.
Strategy for implementing last-mile package delivery service.
Pilot project.
Guidebook.
Project summary.

A series of appendices provide additional supporting research for this report:
•
•
•
•

RTD poll.
Supplemental materials used in the workshops.
Package delivery service agreement.
Training documents.
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STATE-OF-THE-PRACTICE SCAN
The state-of-the-practice scan summarizes the current last-mile package delivery environment.
Researchers conducted a scan of historic and current state-of-the-practice to establish a baseline
understanding of package delivery services in the United States, the involvement (depth and
breadth) of transit agencies in such services, non-transit last-mile package delivery options, the
network of intercity bus carriers that may interline with rural transit agencies, relevant
legislation, policies/practices that affect package delivery operations, and specific examples
found in existing literature of last-mile package delivery using rural transit. The scan provides a
better understanding of the opportunity for rural transit agencies to participate in freight delivery
as a last-mile solution.
The scan includes a review of relevant literature, currently available services, and other
information including local, regional, state, and federal laws pertaining to package delivery.
Researchers created maps of current Texas rural and intercity bus services, existing package
delivery services and volumes, costs of package delivery to regions of the state, package delivery
deserts, and other relevant findings.
HISTORY OF PACKAGE DELIVERY IN THE UNITED STATES
The package delivery industry has changed over the years in:
•
•
•
•
•

The type of goods transported.
The geographic scale of the marketplace.
Customers’ needs.
Range of service options that carriers offer.
Transportation and communications technology available to carriers and consumers.

The following provides a brief overview of the history of the package delivery industry and the
key players.
Mid-1800s to Early 1900s
Private express companies, like Adams Express, American Express, and Wells, Fargo &
Company, began delivering packages in the mid-1800s to destinations throughout the eastern
states—eventually expanding service south and west with the California gold rush (2). By 1858,
private express companies delivered almost anything, anywhere and offered coast-to-coast
service.
USPS began experimenting with last-mile rural delivery in 1890 and started the rural free
delivery program on October 1, 1896, with three routes in West Virginia. Within one year, the
rural free delivery program had expanded to 44 routes in 29 other states and became a permanent
service in July 1902 with over 8,500 rural carriers (3). Rural carriers could only deliver packages
weighing up to 4 lb; heavier packages had to be shipped using private express companies. In
1911, the Post Office began experimenting with delivering larger packages—this experiment
would later become the USPS Parcel Post service.
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Early 20th Century
In the early 20th century Parcel Post, UPS, and Railway Express Agency (REA) were the key
providers of package delivery services.
Parcel Post
Parcel Post Service began service on January 1, 1913, and expanded rapidly. The service was
widely used due to its pricing and availability. During the first five days of service, post offices
providing city delivery service reported handling over 4 million Parcel Post packages (4), and
within the first six months of operation, approximately 300 million parcels were handled. The
popularity of parcel post was also evident as postal officials increased the allowable weight of
parcels. In 1913, the maximum weight was increased from 11 to 20 lb for the first and second
zones, and soon thereafter, the maximum increased again, from 20 to 50 lb. In February 1983, a
uniform weight and size limit was set at 70 lb, 108 inches, for parcels mailed from any Post
Office to any destination within the United States (5). In 1999, the size limit for increased to
130 inches.
UPS
In 1907, Jim Casey and Claude Ryan started the American Messenger Company in Seattle,
Washington, whose messengers ran errands, delivered packages, and carried notes, baggage, and
trays of food from restaurants. The company changed its name to Merchants Parcel Delivery in
1913 and focused on delivering small parcels for local department stores. In the same year, they
developed consolidated delivery, combining packages addressed to a certain neighborhood onto
one delivery vehicle, to use manpower and motorized equipment more efficiently, and keep rates
low. The company expanded outside Seattle in 1919 with the acquisition of Oakland, CA, based
Motor Parcel Delivery and was renamed UPS. In the early 1920s, UPS began the process of
expanding its services by acquiring common carrier rights in the Los Angeles area to begin
offering services including scheduled daily pickup calls, acceptance of checks and collection-ondelivery, additional delivery attempts, streamlined documentation, and weekly billing (6).
Railway Express Agency
During the First World War, the United States Railway Administration took control of U.S.
railroads and consolidated the four main railway express companies to create American Railway
Express, Inc. (ARE). In 1929, the assets and operations of the ARE were transferred to REA.
Collectively owned by 86 railroad companies, REA moved packages and freight across the
United States for over 50 years—providing a nationwide service similar to modern package
delivery companies. REA operated over 190,000 miles of rail lines and employed over 45,000
people at its peak. Despite the size of REA, technology progressed, road infrastructure expanded,
and truck travel became more affordable, railroads could not compete with express delivery and
the company filed for bankruptcy in 1975 (7).
Late 20th Century
As the 20th Century progressed, trucks and planes increasingly dominated the package delivery
industry. The establishment of the Interstate Highway System in 1956, airline deregulation in
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1978, interstate trucking deregulation in 1980, and intrastate trucking deregulation in 1994, all
contributed to the shift to truck and air transport.
UPS Airlines
The demand for air parcel delivery in the 1980s created new opportunities for UPS. UPS Airlines
entered the overnight air delivery business in 1981, and by 1985, UPS Next Day Air service was
available in the 48 contiguous states, Puerto Rico, Anchorage, Alaska, and Oahu, Hawaii.
In 1988, the Federal Aviation Administration authorized UPS to operate its own aircraft. Today,
UPS Airlines is one of the largest airlines in the United States and features advanced information
systems, like the Computerized Operations Monitoring, Planning and Scheduling System, which
provides information for planning, scheduling, and load handling (8).
Federal Express (FedEx)
Federal Express Corporation was founded in 1971 in Little Rock, Arkansas, but later moved to
Memphis, Tennessee, and changed the name to FedEx in 1994. The company started overnight
delivery operations in 1973, connecting 25 cities in the United States. FedEx introduced the drop
box in 1975, which allowed customers to drop off packages without going to a company local
branch. FedEx launched air delivery services in 1978 and became the first company to use
computer software to manage operations with a program called COSMOS (Customers,
Operations, and Services Master Online System), a centralized computer system to manage
people, packages, vehicles, and weather scenarios in real time. In 1986, FedEx introduced the
SuperTracker, a handheld bar code scanner system that captures detailed package information
and introduced parcel tracking to the freight industry (9).
REGIONAL PACKAGE DELIVERY COMPANIES
Many regional package delivery companies combine the track and trace capability of the national
carriers with the ability to guarantee next day delivery at ground rates over a larger delivery
footprint. Because they are regionally based, they are able to improve shipment time in transit
and increase shippers’ productivity with later pick up times. Not all rural areas in the United
States are served by the regional package delivery companies—an absence of service may be an
opportunity for package delivery service by public transit providers.
Package delivery in rural areas often requires customers to either pay increased shipping fees or
accept service that does not provide as many options. UPS and FedEx often include an array of
accessorial charges (such as fuel and residential delivery surcharges) in addition to their standard
fees when delivering to rural residents and businesses. USPS offers lower-cost options for small
package delivery to the home but does not offer the same package tracking option as UPS and
FedEx. Despite having an affordable option, many customers sacrifice low cost shipping to gain
better and more detailed tracking options.
The following introduces several regional package delivery companies across the United States.
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Lone Star Overnight
Based in Austin, Lone Star Overnight (LSO) is the most prominent regional package delivery
company in Texas. Since its inception in 1991, LSO uses both air and ground transportation to
cover overnight delivery to the entire state of Texas, Oklahoma, western Louisiana, eastern New
Mexico, Texarkana, Arkansas, and portions of Mexico (Figure 1) (10).

Source: (11)

Figure 1. LSO Delivery Area.
LSO offers various delivery options for packages up to 150 lb and up to 72 inches by 130 inches
(12):
•
•

Early Next Day – delivered the next business day by 8:30 a.m. to most cities within the
LSO service area. This service can be added to LSO Basic Service for $27.00 per
package and is not available for Saturday deliveries.
Priority Next Day – delivered the next business day by 10:30 a.m. to most areas, by noon
or by the end of the next business day to some rural areas. This service ranges in price
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

from $15.86 for a 1 lb envelope in Zone 2 to $668.10 for a 150 lb package delivered in
Zone 5. 1
Economy Next day – delivered the next business day by 3:00 p.m. to most areas, or the
end of the next business day to some rural areas. This service ranges in price from $14.93
for a 1 lb envelope delivered in Zone 2 to $652.80 for a 150 lb package delivered in Zone
5.
2nd Day – guaranteed delivery by the second business day. This service ranges in price
from $12.42 to $307.28.
Saturday – delivered on Saturday by noon to most areas, but later in some rural areas.
Saturday delivery is $16.00 per package.
Ground – guaranteed delivery within one to three business days. This service is $3.35–
$3.80 per package.
Mexico – delivery available to any city in Mexico within two to three business days. This
service ranges in price from $22.32 for a 1 lb envelope delivered in Zone 1 to $621.22 for
a 150 lb package delivered in Zone 5.
LSO Omniship – an all-in-one, integrated, web-based multicarrier shipping solution.
Omniship enables customers choose the best way to ship their package, regardless of
carrier (13).
LSO Simple – shipping option that matches the published prices of competitors for the
equivalent delivery options in the same zone and weight combinations. This service is
available in combination with early next day, priority, economy next day, and Saturday
deliveries.

OnTrac
Founded in 1991, OnTrac is a regional overnight package delivery service operating throughout
California, and in the metropolitan areas of Arizona, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, Utah,
Colorado, and Idaho (Figure 2). OnTrac has over 1,100 Drop Boxes throughout their service area
and offer several services and shipping rates (14), including:
•
•
•
•

1

Sunrise Gold—delivery by 8:00 a.m. on weekdays and 12:00 p.m. on Saturdays. Rates
range from 1 lb in-state, $29.75 for a 1 lb package being delivered in-state to $469.85 for
a 150 lb delivered out of state.
Sunrise—delivery by 10:30 a.m. on weekdays and 2:00 p.m. on weekends. Rates range
from 1 lb in-state, $20.75 for a 1 lb package being delivered in-state to $335.30 for a
150 lb delivered out of state.
OnTrac Ground—next day or two-day ground service with guaranteed delivery by the
end of the business day. Deliveries on Saturdays must be pre-arranged: 1 lb, Zone 2,
$6.59; 150 lb, Zone 6, $94.90.
Palletized Freight—delivery for pallets weighing 300–1500 lb, delivered the next day by
5:00 p.m. Shipping rates range from $104.00 for a 300 lb pallet delivered to Zone 2 to
$1,035.00 for a 1500 lb pallet delivered to Zone 6.

LSO Zones: Zone 2 = 0–150 miles, Zone 3 = 150–300 miles, Zone 4 = 300–600 miles, Zone 5 = 600–1000 miles.
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Source: (15)

Figure 2. OnTrac Service Area.
OnTrac has also provided professional messenger services for over 50 years. OnTrac Messenger
operates in Minnesota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming,
Utah, Nevada, Arizona, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and California (Figure 3) (16). Messenger
offers various services to help customers with their delivery needs, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct Delivery (point-to-point) – shipment is picked up and immediately delivered.
Rush Service – same day pick up with delivery options (ASAP, 1–6 hour, end of business
day).
Same-Day Delivery – picks up at 10:00 a.m. and delivers by the end of the business day.
Next-Day Delivery – delivers by the end of the next business day.
Point-to-Point Nationwide – shipment is put on the next available flight to the destination
then uses a regional partner to deliver to destination.
Scheduled Route Work – versatile route scheduling tailored to meet the needs of each
clients, from scheduled daily pickups to pre-arranged time-specific deliveries.

OnTrac Messenger services are available to account holders. The cost for each service varies
with the amount of service requested by a customer—more service requested results in lower per
service costs.
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Source: (17)

Figure 3. OnTrac Messenger Service Area.
LaserShip
Founded in 1989, LaserShip is a regional carrier with a delivery network servicing the east coast
(Figure 4). LaserShip focuses on last-mile deliveries for e-retailers, but works with various
industries such as healthcare, pharmaceutical, life sciences, supplies, and professional services.
This company offers several service types to meet the needs of its customers, but it does not
publish service costs (possibly because the cost of service is variable as a result of fuel and other
changing input costs):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Next Day.
Same Day—available in 28 metropolitan areas on the east coast.
Global Priority.
Routed Delivery.
Fleet Outsourcing.
Pool Distribution.
Destination Delivery Unit (DDU) services.
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LaserShip also offers real-time tracking at the package, route, stop, driver, and scan levels,
digital signatures, comprehensive and automated reporting, electronic invoicing, online
integration, weekend delivery, accessorial fee flexibility, and integration with transportation
management and warehouse management systems (18).

Source: (18)

Figure 4. LaserShip Coverage Map.
Eastern Connection
Eastern Connection is a regional overnight shipping company servicing the northeast, from
Maine to Virginia, and as far west as Buffalo, New York (Figure 5). Eastern Connection offers
various services, including:
•
•

Ground – guaranteed next day delivery within the service area. Rates range from $5.84
for a 1-lb package delivered to Zone 2 to $76.09 for a 150-lb package delivered to Zone
4.
Priority – guaranteed to be delivered by 10:30 a.m. the next business day, and delivered
on Saturday by 12:00 p.m. Rates range from $19.80 for a 1-lb package delivered to Zone
2 to $664.50 for a 150-lb package delivered to Zone 4.
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•

Same Day – a specialized service with rapid response, direct drive couriers, and next
flight out shipments. Rates are based on specific pickup and delivery locations, and the
weight of the package (19).

Source: (20)

Figure 5. Eastern Connection Service Area.
United Delivery Service
Headquartered in Chicago, United Delivery Service (UDS) was founded in 1972 and now serves
the Midwest region (Figure 6). UDS offers optimized routes with next day service, late pickups
and deliveries, same day courier service, bulk distribution, less-than-full truckload freight
shipping, warehouse storage, and scheduled routing services. The company uses real-time
tracking, exception tracking (damaged, short, delayed), electronic signatures, and GPS
geolocation technology. UDS does not provide fixed rates for its services, instead the company
quotes prices on demand to reflect real-time costs (21).
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Source: (22)

Figure 6. UDS Area.
Golden State Overnight Delivery Service
Golden State Overnight Delivery Service (GSO) was founded in California in 1995 to provide
affordable overnight delivery service for in-state shipments. The company operates throughout
the state of California, and in the metropolitan areas of Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico
(Figure 7). GSO offers priority, early priority, Saturday delivery, early Saturday delivery
services, late pick up times, and an online tool for label production, scheduling, tracking, and
ordering supplies. Rates range from $12.90 to $201.35 (23).
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Source: (24)

Figure 7. GSO Service Area.
SpeeDee
SpeeDee was founded in 1978 as a single-operator, on-call courier service used to deliver
packages to local businesses in rural Minnesota. The company now has over 1,800 employees in
the Upper Midwest, with walk-in counter locations, public shipping locations, on on-call services
(Figure 8). Next day shipping rates at SpeeDee range from $4.11 for a 1 lb package delivered in
Zone 1 to $60.03 for a 150 lb package delivered in Zone 5. On-call Pick-up Service is available
for an additional $6–10 charge (25).
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Source: (26)

Figure 8. SpeeDee Service Area.
U.S. Cargo
U.S. Cargo has been serving as a regional carrier in major cities, small towns, and rural areas of
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and portions of the surrounding states since 1972 (Figure 9). U.S. Cargo
offers several types of services tailored to meet the needs of their customers, including: same
day, residential, on-demand, next day, and time sensitive/fragile shipments, as well as an array of
cargo shipping, warehouse, and fulfillment services. Customers can track their shipments and
deliveries using U.S. Cargo’s iDeliver RSS feed. Shipping rates are quoted on a per package
basis (27).
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Source: (27)

Figure 9. U.S. Cargo Service Area.
Greyhound Package Express
Greyhound Lines is the largest private intercity bus carrier in the United States and Texas. The
company also provides package delivery services—GPX. GPX offers two services for package
delivery (standard and priority) each with multiple daily departures, 365 days per year (28). The
maximum allowable weight is 100 lb, although some locations can accept packages up to 150 lb.
•

•

Standard – the most economical delivery choice. Using the standard delivery method,
packages are shipped on a space-needed basis with no guaranteed delivery date or time.
Typical arrival times for each zone are: Zone A = 1 day, B = 2 days, Zone C = 3 days,
Zone D = 4 days, and Zone E = 5 to 7 days. Delivery fees for standard shipments range
from $14.15 for a package weighing 1 lb delivered to Zone A, to $107.30 for a package
weighing 100 lb delivered to Zone E.
Priority – is best suited for time-sensitive shipments of less than 800 miles. Pick-up and
drop-off is available after hours, and shipments are guaranteed to go on the next available
service to the drop-off destination. Priority service is not available for Zone E. Delivery
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•

fees for priority shipments range from $20.15 for a package weighing 1 lb delivered to
Zone A, to $159.95 for a package weighing 100 lb delivered to Zone D.
Direct Drive – is the fastest, most specialized delivery service. This service is only
available for shipments within 400 miles of the pick-up address (29).

Amazon
Amazon is an online retailer that ships product directly to consumers in locations throughout the
United States. While Amazon is not a package delivery company, some of the shipping options it
offers operate as distinct elements of the main retail business and emphasize convenience for
customers—shoppers pay extra for delivery via one of Amazon’s proprietary shipping services.
These services include Prime Same Day delivery, Prime Now, Flex, and Lockers.
Prime Same Day Delivery
Amazon Prime Same Day Delivery is available to Prime members in 14 metro areas across the
United States. In Texas, Prime Same Day is available in the Dallas-Fort Worth market. Figure 10
displays all the markets that provide Prime Same Day Delivery. This service is available seven
days per week on over 1 million Amazon items and includes the cost of shipping for qualifying
orders over $35. For orders under $35, Prime members pay $5.99 for shipping and non-members
pay $9.98. An Amazon Prime membership costs $99 per year and includes guaranteed two-day
shipping on Prime eligible products and other non-shipping benefits (30).
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Source: (30)

Figure 10. Amazon Prime Same Day Delivery Locations.
Prime Now
Another service from Amazon available exclusively for Amazon Prime members is Prime Now.
With this service, Amazon offers one-hour delivery for $7.99 and free two-hour delivery on over
10,000 items. In some markets, groceries and prepared foods are available for Prime Now
delivery. Initially launched in Manhattan, New York, in December 2014, Prime Now is now
available in select zip codes in cities across the United States and internationally. In Texas,
Prime Now is available in Austin, Dallas, Houston, and San Antonio (31).
Flex
Amazon Flex is a delivery service that hires individual vehicle owners to deliver Amazon Prime
Now packages using their personal vehicle. Drivers pick up deliveries at a predetermined
location and make deliveries with the driver’s specified radius. Drivers must be 21 years old, and
can choose to work in 2, 4, or 8 hour blocks of time, up to 12 hours per day. As of October 2015,
Amazon Flex is only available in Seattle, WA. Amazon plans to implement the program in
Manhattan, NY; Baltimore, MD; Miami, FL; Chicago, IL; Indianapolis, IN; Atlanta, GA; and
Portland, OR, as well as Austin and Dallas, TX, in the near future (32).
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Locker
Amazon Lockers are self-service kiosks placed in areas with high package density, such as
shopping centers, retail stores, and transit stations. Customers use an Amazon Locker as their
shipping address and receive a pickup code via text or email when their package is ready to be
retrieved from the locker. The recipient must collect the package within three business days after
delivery. Amazon Locker is available in Los Angeles, San Diego and San Francisco, CA; New
York City, NY; Philadelphia, PA; Portland, OR; and Seattle, WA, as well as some locations in
Delaware, New Jersey, and Virginia (33).
DEMAND FOR PACKAGE SERVICES
Package delivery is principally performed by large service providers (FedEx, UPS, and USPS)
and regional carriers, such as LSO. The large package delivery companies present, publicly,
basic statistics about package delivery volumes. Each provider has documented increased
demand for package delivery service in previous years. This section outlines the amount of
package deliveries completed by the USPS, FedEx, and UPS.
United States Postal Service
USPS grew its share of package delivery; increasing from 3.3 billion packages in 2008 to
4.0 billion in 2014. Table 3 displays USPS’ annual growth from 2008 through 2014—a
21 percent increase in total package delivery volume for USPS over that period. However,
growth was not consistent over the seven years as levels reduced from 2008 before increasing
steadily after 2010. The reduction in USPS’ package delivery service between 2008 and 2010
could be a result of economy-wide reductions in spending related to the global financial crisis.
Table 3. USPS Total Shipping/Package Volume (in Billions).*
2008
3.3

2009
3.1

2010
3.1

2011
3.3

2012
3.5

2013
3.7

2014
4.0

*Includes Priority Mail, Priority Mail Express, First-Class Packages, Package Services, Parcel Return Service, and Parcel
Select

Source: (34)

FedEx
FedEx reported shipping over 1.75 billion ground packages in 2015. Compared to 2007 levels,
this volume of packages represents 85 percent growth. Figure 11 presents FedEx’s annual
package volume from 2007 through 2015. During this period, the company experienced steady
growth.
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Annual total package volume
1,715,963 1,751,314
1,599,435
1,325,609

1,433,141

1,207,746
948,677

2007

1,015,059

2008

1,072,975

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Source: (35)

Figure 11. FedEx Annual Total Package Volume.
UPS
UPS reports package volume in terms of average daily package volume. In 2014, UPS moved an
average of 15.3 million packages, with the basic Ground service accounting for almost
14 million of those packages. Over the three-year period publicly reported by UPS, daily ground
shipments grew by 20 percent. Figure 12 displays UPS’ annual growth by service type from 2012
through 2014. For comparison, in 2014, UPS shipped an average daily Ground package volume
of 13.9 million while FedEx Ground shipped more than 6.8 million daily shipments in the same
year.
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Next Day Air

2012

Deferred

Ground

2013

2014

Source: (36)

Figure 12. UPS Average Daily Package Volume (in Thousands).
E-COMMERCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO PACKAGE VOLUMES
Perhaps the most significant factor contributing to the growth in package volumes is the growth
of online shopping, or e-commerce. In recent years, large service providers (UPS, FedEx, and
USPS) have documented increased demand for package delivery. Online shopping allows for
access to goods that may not be available in all areas because of limited local demand or scarcity
of the good. E-commerce provides an economic development opportunity for people to
participate in customer-to-customer exchange of goods.
Figure 13 displays historical and forecasted levels of e-commerce shopping in the United States
from 2010 through 2018. Forecast assumptions reflect previous years’ growth. By 2018, the
forecast predicts that there will be 215 million online shoppers—an increase of 25 percent over
the 2010 value of 172 million online shoppers.
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Source: (37)

Figure 13. Number of Digital Shoppers, 14 Years and Older, in the United States from 2010
to 2018 (in Millions).
Much of the development of online shopping and growth in online shopping is attributed to the
online retailer Amazon. Launched in 1995 as a U.S. only online bookstore, Amazon has grown
to have an international online presence selling virtually every type of product and has increase
revenue to exceed $23 billion in quarterly revenue in 2014, as shown in Figure 14. Also shown
in Figure 14 is the dramatic growth in quarterly revenue since Amazon’s first quarter 2007,
which totaled $3 billion. The total increase between Amazon’s first quarter 2007 and first quarter
2015 is 652 percent. This increase represents a compound annual growth rate of 29 percent.
Additionally, Amazon’s revenues dramatically increase during the fourth quarter of every year as
a result of holiday sales.

Source: (38)

Figure 14. Net Revenue of Amazon from 1st Quarter 2007 to 2nd Quarter 2015 (in Billion
U.S. Dollars).
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The service that Amazon and the other major retailers that offer online shopping provide is
referred to as “business-to-customer (B2C) e-commerce.” Figure 15 shows the growth in B2C
e-commerce volume in the United States from 2006 to 2013. Exceeding $703 billion in 2013,
B2C e-commerce has grown by over 233 percent, representing a compound annual growth rate
of 19 percent.

Source: (39)

Figure 15. B2C Volume in the United States from 2006 to 2013 (in Billion U.S. Dollars).
E-commerce includes customer-to-customer sales, in which customers are purchasing items from
an individual instead of a major retail business. The online auction website eBay is a good
example of this practice, as are Etsy and Craigslist. Customer-to-customer transactions involve
the direct delivery of purchased items from the sellers to the buyers—deliveries most likely
completed by one of the major package delivery companies or the USPS—and potentially
involve partnerships with public transit agencies.
E-commerce services add an additional shopping option for consumers. Traditional shopping, as
described by the diagram on the left side of Figure 16, involves the customer traveling to a store
and either purchasing a product or choosing and item to be delivered to the customer’s residence.
On the right, Figure 16 shows how the traditional retail pattern becomes more complex with the
inclusion of online shopping. In addition to the store and major warehouse/distribution center,
the infrastructure is expanded to include smaller warehouse hubs and pick up locations. All of
these extra points require additional transport links. These additional links have the potential to
increase overall transportation costs.
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Source: (40)

Figure 16. Evolution of Logistics Needs.
Beyond the additional transportation links required to serve e-commerce shoppers, additional
logistics considerations are generated when customers need to return or exchange goods
purchased online. Colliers International reports that, in the UK, an estimated 25 to 40 percent of
all goods purchased online are returned. In Germany, up to 50 percent of online purchases are
returned (40). In the United States, the USPS partners with both UPS and FedEx to handle the
first mile pickup service for return packages due to the USPS practice of collecting outgoing
mail and packages while delivering (41).
EXAMPLES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN RURAL TRANSIT PACKAGE DELIVERY
Package delivery is already occurring on buses, with the major and regional intercity bus
companies offering different levels of service. According to Higgins et al. Concho Coaches’, a
small regional intercity bus service, largest portion of revenue comes from the freight services
the company provides. The Midland Reporter Telegram states that Concho Coaches delivers
plumbing supplies, smaller oil field service equipment, and other packages/products as requested
(42, 43). Additionally, regional package delivery carriers, such as LSO are growing and
providing a different array of services and service levels compared to the major carriers. They
can offer, on many occasions, direct delivery from origin to destination without first entering the
package into a major sorting facility.
Intercity bus operators provide package delivery services in Texas and throughout the United
States. Like intercity bus operators, transit agencies could conceptually function as package
delivery providers by allocating vehicle space and stops to package services. According to
existing literature, review of agency websites, and analysis of National Transit Database (NTD)
data, American transit agencies have not diversified to include package delivery services within
existing business portfolios and agency goals. According to the Transit Cooperative Research
Program report 79, Effective Approaches to Meeting Rural Intercity Bus Transportation Needs, a
few transit agencies that operate intercity bus service as interlining partners with private intercity
bus companies to provide package delivery service, but service details are not included in this
report. For example, in the documentation (and from reviewing agency websites) it is not clear
whether these agencies make final package deliveries, or if they simply act as package transfer
services to connect gaps in private intercity bus service.
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Research on alternative funding sources for transit agencies does not include anything similar to
a package delivery concept for augmenting existing revenue sources. The absence of this concept
within the literature pertaining to alternative transit revenue further indicates that providing
package delivery services as a means of augmenting transit agency revenue is not a concept that
is currently under investigation by researchers or transit agencies. Additionally, the National Bus
Traffic Association (NBTA) (the association of intercity bus operators) has identified rural
transit operators as potential partners to expand service, but such agreements have not yet
garnered expanded package delivery service through rural transit partners.
The following sections briefly describe rural and intercity transit in Texas and package delivery
services provided by intercity bus operators.
Texas RTDs and Intercity Bus Operators
Thirty-seven RTDs serve the residents of Texas and operate in all counties except Newton and
Chambers in southeast Texas, and Collin County in north Texas (see Figure 17). All RTDs
operate demand response service or flexible route service that transports passengers to their door.
In Texas, many rural areas have lost population, and rural transit providers act as a lifeline to
connect persons to goods, services, jobs, and education.

Figure 17. Texas RTDs.
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Many Texas RTDs connect with intercity bus carriers. Texas RTDs that have interlining
agreements with intercity bus carriers include: Capital Area Rural Transportation System
(CARTS), Texarkana Council of Governments, Texoma Area Paratransit System, The Hop
(Killeen/ Temple area), and SWART.
The FTA Section 5311(f) grant program provides funding to support rural intercity bus service—
a funding opportunity that incentivizes connections/transfers between rural transit agencies and
intercity bus operators. In Texas, Section 5311(f) funds have been used to implement several
multimodal facilities that serve both rural transit and intercity bus. Under the Section 5311(f)
program, intercity bus service is defined as regularly scheduled bus service for the general
public, which operates with limited stops over fixed routes connecting two or more urban areas
not in close proximity, has the capacity to carry passenger baggage, and makes meaningful
connections with scheduled intercity bus service to points outside the service area. Feeder
services to intercity bus services are also eligible for Section 5311(f) funding. This funding
section specifically excludes funding for commuter service.
Major public or private intercity bus carriers in Texas include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greyhound Lines.
Valley Transit Company.
Coach USA.
Echo Coach Lines.
All Aboard America.
Echo Coach Lines.
Autobuses Latinos.
Megabus.
Autobuses Americanos.
Trailways.
TRAX (Ark-Tex Council of Government [ATCOG]).
Jefferson Lines.
Concho Coach Lines.
Tornado Bus.
El Paso-Los Angeles Limo.

Public and private intercity bus operators provide service throughout Texas. Because of
diminished populations in rural areas, many of these companies do not operate routes through the
most remote areas of Texas (see Figure 18). With the decline in rural intercity bus passenger
service in Texas, rural package delivery service provided by intercity bus operators will also
decline—coaches that provide passenger service are used to transport packages to the same
destinations; so if passenger service is discontinued, package service is canceled by default. The
connections that RTDs provide will become even more critical in the future as intercity bus
carriers reduce service in response to diminished demand. These rural transit connections have
the potential to augment/replace lost passenger and package delivery service.
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Figure 18. Texas Intercity Bus and Amtrak Network.
Intercity Bus Operators Package Delivery Service
Intercity bus operators have a long history with package delivery. The largest intercity bus
operator in the United States, Greyhound, introduced package delivery services (GPX) in the
1960s and grew the division quickly (44). By 1976, GPX sales broke $100 million (45). GPX
dominates the package delivery segment of the intercity bus industry; however, regional
operators offer package delivery service within their service areas and transfer packages to GPX
and other service providers to complete package delivery routes through interlining agreements.
GPX and regional intercity bus operators participate as members of the NBTA and provide
connecting service under interlining agreements that allow passengers to purchase one ticket and
travel throughout the country by transferring between NBTA member bus operators. NBTA is
responsible for establishing and managing these agreements. NBTA members deliver packages
throughout the country under the same agreements—customers deliver packages for shipment to
one intercity bus operator that forwards the package, as needed, through interlining partners to its
final destination. Part of NBTA’s role is to function as a clearinghouse for revenue generated by
selling tickets and providing package express services. The organization distributes revenue
generated from ticket sales and package delivery fees according to the percent of service
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provided by each member bus operator involved in each transaction. NBTA has implemented an
electronic sales interface that tracks sales and reconciles revenue distribution according to the
miles traveled on each system to deliver a passenger or package to their final destination.
Additionally, NBTA’s system allows intercity bus operators to bill other operators directly for
services rendered on the other company’s behalf. As of 2012, NBTA facilitated $180 million
worth of transactions to share revenue from passenger and package delivery service between its
members.
Table 4 presents an example, according to NBTA, of the interlining revenue sharing process.
This example tracks the process from the initial purchase of service to the final revenue
distribution to each involved intercity bus operator.
Table 4. NBTA Interlining Revenue Share Process.
Package delivery service worth $50 is purchased from Operator A
Three operators (A, B, and C) share responsibility to deliver the package from origin to
destination—a total of 1,000 miles
Operator A transports
the package for 200
miles (20%)

Operator C transports the
package 400 miles (40%)
to its destination

Operator B transports
the package for 400
miles (40%)

Revenue from the package delivery service is
allocated to each operator according to the percent
of service provided:

20% =

$10.00 for Operator A

40% =

$20.00 for Operator B

40% =

$20.00 for Operator C

Peter Pan Bus Lines, Burlington Trailways, New York/Adirondack/Pine Hill Trailways, Valley
Transit Company, Concho Coach, and other intercity bus operators offer regional package
delivery services using the companies’ vehicles/routes and by transferring packages to GPX
vehicles. Jefferson Lines and the Trailways network of regional intercity bus operators contract
directly with Greyhound to offer GPX services from those companies’ terminals. YO! Bus, a
regional intercity bus operator in the northeast United States, provides package delivery service
between its three terminals located in New York City, Boston, and Philadelphia. Table 5 presents
service details for each intercity bus operator with unique package delivery service, including the
levels of service, delivery fees, insurance fees, and a description of the service area.
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Table 5. Intercity Bus Operators—Package Delivery Options.

Origin/Destination
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Greyhound Package Express (GPX)

Standard
National Package Delivery

Shipping* Cost

*Shipping a 10 lb package, longest
side = 12", $100 value

Name

Scope

Shipping Options

Priority

Direct
Drive

• Shipped when space is
available
• Available as door-to-door,
counter-to-counter or
variation
• Oversize shipments require
additional transit time
• Pick-up and drop-off are
available during normal
business hours
• 100% money-back
guarantee that packages
arrive on-time
• Available as door-to-door,
counter-to-counter or
variation
• After-hours pickup/dropoff
• Guaranteed to ship on next
available bus to destination
• Limited to 800 miles or less
• Non-bus service
• Limited to 400 miles
• Door-to-door only

Package
Tracking

Fee

Insurance Fees

Declared Value
$0–$100

Fee
None

Austin/
Houston

$24.50

Yes, included in
price

Austin/
Houston

$34.55

Yes, included in
price

$101–$300

$2.00

requires
corporate
account

Yes, included in
price

$310–$500
$501–$700
$701–$1,000

$4.00
$6.00
$8.00

n/a

Service Area

Service
available
throughout
the United
States

Scope

Regional Package
delivery

Regional Package delivery

Name

Yo! Bus Package
Express

Peter Pan Bus Lines
Package Express

Burlington Trailways
Package Express

Trailways - Adirondack,
Pine Hill, New York
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Priority

Standard

Standard
Only

Standard
only

Shipping
Pack
Small
Shipping
Large
Shipping
Under 50 lb
Longest length < 24 inches
50 to 100 lb maximum
Longest length < 24 inches

• Maximum weight per
package is 100 lb
• The extreme
measurements of length,
width and height should
not exceed 30" × 47" × 82"

• Shipped when space is
available
• Only available station to
station

•
•
•
•

• 2 lb letter box

Shipping Options

Albany/
New York
Albany/
New York

Cedar Rapids/
Rockford

Albany/
Boston

Origin/Destination

$35

$25

$28.17

$25-$26

$20.00

$10.00

$5.00

Fee

*Shipping a 10 lb package, longest
side = 12", $100 value

Shipping* Cost

Tracking service
not provided
Tracking service
not provided

Tracking service
not provided

Yes, included in
price

Tracking service
not provided
Tracking service
not provided
Tracking service
not provided

Package
Tracking

$2.00
$8.00

$1,000

None

None
$2.00
$4.00
$6.00
$8.00

None

$4.00
$6.00
$8.00

$2.00

Fee
None

$200

$0–$100

$0–$100
$101–$300
$310–$500
$501–$700
$701–$1,000

$300

$301–$500
$501–$700
$701–$1,000

$101–$300

Declared Value
$0–$100

Insurance Fees

Yo! Bus will
ship packages
between its
three
terminals in
New York,
Philadelphia,
and Boston
Peter Pan Bus
Lines will ship
throughout
their
northeast
service area to
designated
stations

Service Area
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Concho Coach

Scope

Texas Specific Service Regional Package
Delivery

Name

Valley
Transit
Company

Fullington
Trailways

Standard

San Angelo/
Midland

Wilkes Barre/
Clearfield (161
miles)

Brownsville/
Corpus Christi

Origin/Destination

$24.50

$24.35

$26

Fee

*Shipping a 10 lb package, longest
side = 12", $100 value

Shipping* Cost

Tracking service
not provided

Tracking service
not provided

Yes, included in
price

Package
Tracking

Per Additional
$100 value
Max Value
$1,000

$101–$300
$301–$500
$501–$700
$701–$1000
$100

$100

$200–$500

Declared Value
$0–$100

$9.00

$1.00

$2.00
$4.00
$6.00
$8.00
None

free

$3.00

Fee
None

Insurance Fees

Source: Company websites and phone calls to company customer service representatives.

• 100 lb maximum

• Package express contracted
through Greyhound
• Maximum weight per
package is 100 lb
• The extreme
measurements of length,
width and height should
not exceed 30" × 47" × 82"

Priority

Standard
only

• 100 lb maximum

Standard

Shipping Options

Only ship to
Midland,
Odessa and
San Angelo

Washington,
D.C.,
Maryland,
Pennsylvania,
New Jersey,
New York

Service Area

Package Delivery Brokers for GPX Service
Beyond providing service directly to consumers and through interline agreements with other
intercity bus operators, GPX works with brokers to provide package delivery service. Table 6
outlines each brokers’ service fees, additional charges (if any), and service area. If rural transit
agencies were to begin providing package delivery service, package delivery brokers represent a
potential connection to the nationwide delivery network. Such brokers may be interested in
working directly with rural transit operators to deliver packages to destinations that GPX and
GPX’s interlining partners no longer serve.
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Greyhound
GPX

Greyhound
GPX

Freight
Servicer

Greyhound
GPX

Broker

Box on a Bus
(46)

Busfreighter (47)

1-800 Courier (48)
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Door-to-Station
Station-to-Door
Door-to-Door
Station-to-Station
Station-to-Door

Semi-Full Service

Semi-Full Service

Full Service

Self Service
Semi-Full Service

10 lb package
12" square
$100 value
From: Austin, TX
To: Houston, TX

• 10 lb package
• 12" square
• $100 value
• From: Austin, TX
• To: Houston, TX
Additional Fees
$0.70
$65.00
$100.00
$1.00
$65.00
$10.00 (per)
$18.00 (per)
$17.25
$27.25
$5.00

•
•
•
•
•
$60.00
$120.00

$96.25

$65.00

$65.00

$33.75

Included in price.
Only confirms
departure and arrival

Yes, included in price

Package Tracking

Per lb
Per Pickup/Delivery
Per Pickup/Delivery
Per Minute
Per Attempt
36"–47"
48"–82"
Per Box, Self Service
Per Box, Full Service
Per Day/Per Shipment (GPX rule)

Shipping Cost

Broker’s Service Example: We’ll make an AM pickup in Bozeman, MT, of a 24" × 24" × 24" package
with delivery to Everett, WA. We will pick it up and put on the bus in Bozeman, one of our professional
couriers will retrieve your package from the bus in Everett and deliver to door by 12:40 p.m. the next day
for $105.60. Our competition offers service by 3:00 p.m. for $313.58. Or, you can ship from New York
to Washington, D.C., in as little as eight hours for only $80.00.

Storage Charges

Additional Piece(s)

Additional Weight
Courier Pickup/Delivery
Saturday Pickup/Delivery
Courier Wait Time
P&D Attempt Charge
Oversized (Item’s Longest Dimension)
Oversized (Item’s Longest Dimension)

Station-to-Station

Self Service

Shipping Options

Table 6. Intercity Bus Freight—Brokerage Services and Fees.

Couriers at
each end
deliver/pickup
package from
GPX and
complete the
first/last mile

Offers
discounted
rates for 5 or
more boxes
shipped

Additional
parcels
shipped
results in
reduced
overall fee

Notes

Greyhound
GPX
Service
Area

Greyhound
GPX
Service
Area

Greyhound
GPX
Service
Area

Service
Area

CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH SERVICE PROVISION
This section describes the challenges faced by rural transit agencies that provide or facilitate
package delivery service. These agencies may be challenged by incorporating package delivery
into existing operations, liability, public and agency perception, marketing, regulations,
operational requirements, infrastructure deterioration, aging and dispersed population, increased
costs to deliver packages, and fiscal constraints.
Incorporating Package Delivery into Existing Operations
To successfully add package delivery service to existing passenger transportation services, a
transit agency needs to consider the additional operating time and additional space required to
execute a meaningful service. Important issues when incorporating package delivery into
existing operations also include technology, liability, delivery destination, pricing, processing
and paperwork, package handling and storage, safety and security of passengers, time and
scheduling, vehicle design, and concurrent passenger and cargo trips.
Liability
Potential risks associated with package delivery service include customer and employee injuries
and lost, stolen, or damaged packages. Most transit agencies are part of the Texas Municipal
League Intergovernmental Risk Pool (TML). According to TML staff, package delivery service
is not included in the pool’s liability coverage and is not available as an addendum, but existing
liability coverage is not affected by a transit agency’s decision to implement package delivery
service.
The liability associated with lost, damaged, or stolen packages broadens a transit agency’s risk
exposure. For example, the maximum insurable value for packages that travel via GPX is $1,000,
so risk exposure is still low. Additionally, in the case of the pilot, GPX is responsible for
handling all customer service issues related to lost or damaged packages and SWART is not
required to handle such matters after referring customers to GPX.
ATCOG has its package delivery services (an interlining agreement with GPX) insured under a
separate policy from its public transportation services. This policy is provided by National Fire
& Marine Insurance Company and provides up to $500,000 in liability coverage for any single
accident or loss that occurs related to package delivery service. This policy only covers nine
TRAX vehicles that the agency uses to transport packages for GPX and requires that vehicle
operators are at least 35 years of age.
PERCEPTION AND MARKETING
Transit agencies that implement package delivery service may be challenged by public
perception and the need to market this new service as a for-profit enterprise (instead of
marketing services as a public good). According to the Texas Freight Mobility Plan (1), “The
lack of awareness and understanding by the general public regarding the importance of freight
movement in their daily lives impacts public support of projects and policies relating to freight.”
This section documents strategies for managing perception and for marketing a new type of
service.
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Managing Perception
Public funding, derived from tax dollars, grants, and other sources, is used to provide public
transit, so public transit is a public good. Because of this fact, many people view transit service
as a right and believe that it is something that should always be available and should always
work. When a transit agency begins to offer package delivery service, public perception could be
challenging if the transit agency does not preempt misconceptions and inform their riders of how
this new service will benefit them by engaging in targeted outreach. From the perspective of
improving financial sustainability, package delivery service is similar to other contracted service
delivery.
Here are important elements to consider/include when developing an outreach strategy:
•
•
•
•
•

Data collection about current perceptions of transit and package delivery services.
Information for riders that shows what it costs to provide current service.
Descriptions of existing funding sources and the amount of revenue each generates.
Descriptions of how new revenue may improve service.
Policies that ensure that transit riders will always take precedence over packages.

Marketing For-Profit Endeavors
Transit agencies that implement package delivery service may be challenged by the need to
market a service that is unlike anything the agency has offered previously. Package delivery
service is a for-profit enterprise, unlike transit service, which is typically provided for the lowest
possible cost to the rider and is not designed or intended to generate a profit. If a transit agency
takes on package delivery, the service will be delivered as a for-profit endeavor specifically to
increase revenue while providing additional access and connectivity. Typical transit marketing
may not generate business at a level that would sustain the package delivery service.
According to Erik Weber et al., transit marketing should be considered a “core investment” and
a, “better public image attracts riders, leading to higher revenue and greater demand for transit
service” (49). For perspective, major auto companies (key competitors of transit) spent
$21 billion on advertising in 2009 (49). After reviewing relevant literature, Hess and Bitterman
suggest that transit agencies would benefit from a defined brand for the services the agency
offers and that transit agencies have a unique opportunity to advertise because transit vehicles
that travel throughout cities and regions (50). Additionally, transit agencies may see more of a
return on marketing investments by focusing on indirect competition with other service. For
example, transit agencies might make assertions related to the environmentally friendly nature of
transit or the ability to do other things while traveling, such as reading or socializing (50).
Transit agencies that implement service may benefit from working with either internal or
contracted marketing professionals to assess the local market and develop a specific
market-focused advertising strategy that responds to consumer preference and needs. No matter
the final strategy, marketing campaigns must be responsive to community perceptions to be
successful. Additionally, transit agencies that implement package delivery services should assess
the chosen marketing campaign at regular intervals to determine effectiveness and whether it
could be improved.
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Some marketing strategies that transit agencies might consider include one or more of the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Soliciting feedback from consumers about what services they currently use, what their
needs are, what they might be willing to pay for package delivery service, and how they
perceive existing services and the new transit-based solution.
Educating consumers on the benefits of the new service.
Highlighting the fact that transit riders will not experience diminished service and that
service could be expanded/improved.
Encouraging transit users to spread the word about the package delivery service as a way
of supporting their transit provider and community.
Benefitting consumers/community by including a connection to intercity bus for both
passengers and packages.
Offering same-day delivery in some areas.
Offering economic development opportunities such as:
o Couriers to connect complement transit package service with door-to-door and other
package services.
o Shipping dependent businesses (e.g., art galleries or crafts stores) located in the
transit agencies’ service area to take advantage of package delivery service.
o The potential to grow an agriculture business by using package delivery service for
lab work and to obtain needed tools quickly.
Maintaining a social media presence.
Hiring empowered drivers that represent the package delivery service via word-of-mouth
and handouts (could be incentivized in exchange for commissions or something similar).
Creating a specific/dedicated package delivery service logo to brand the new service and
create a unique identity for the new service.
Tracking performance before and after the implementation of package delivery service
and making the data publically available to enhance transparency.

Regulations and Operational Considerations
There are numerous laws and regulations, both at the state and federal levels, associated with the
commercial package delivery. Regulations outline requirements for operator registration, driver
licensing, and safety standards. Adding package delivery to a passenger service may require
adjustments to operational and procedural practices for both the operating agency and driver
performing the movement. Instituting a cargo transportation service requires a full understanding
of federal and state operating requirements. This section provides an overview of some of the
regulations and operational considerations that should be considered as part of a cargo service.
Operational Considerations
Combining passenger transportation and package delivery service needs consideration of the
time and space required to incorporate the cargo within existing operations. The integration of
package delivery service may be performed with dedicated cargo trips or as part of passenger
transport trips—the time required to pick-up or deliver to locations along a route will contribute
to decisions related to mixed trips (passengers and cargo) or cargo-only trips. The amount of
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time required to load and unload the packages at each stop may also be a contributing factor
when designing service. Vehicles designed to transport passengers are designed to address
passenger needs; so adding non-passenger-related activities within trips may take away from the
mission of a transit operator. The addition of package delivery service could also cause
uncertainty within the passenger service schedule. Passenger ingress and egress (especially under
emergency conditions) must be considered when combining passenger and cargo services—the
delivery service must not impact the safety of passengers. The ability to add cargo shipments
without interfering with passenger utilization is an additional consideration. Taking seats away
from passengers for cargo may interrupt current route capacity and vehicle use rates. Having the
ability to handle these shipments without interfering with passenger seating, such as underbelly
storage, could eliminate this concern. As an example of how one company handles cargo within
the existing operations, Concho Coaches indicated in an article from 2011 that they operate 15passenger vans with the last row of seats removed to accommodate luggage and packages (42).
Driver and Operator Requirements
Commercial vehicle operators (both passenger and cargo) are required to obtain a commercial
driver license (CDL). In Texas three classes of CDLs exist, each defined by the vehicle weight
characteristics or the number of passengers transported. In addition, operators of specialized
commercial motor vehicles must pass additional tests and obtain endorsements on their CDLs,
including endorsements for passengers, hazardous materials, and school bus operation (51).
While operating commercial motor vehicles, drivers must operate within a regulated number of
hours. For interstate carriers, the hours-of-service rules are slightly different between propertycarrying drivers and passenger-carrying drivers. These regulations address both driving hours
and on-duty hours, which includes driving and other non-driving responsibilities, such as loading
and unloading. Drivers are required to log and report these hours in most situations (a few rare
exceptions may exempt drivers from maintaining the daily log documentation). For interstate
carriers, the hours-of-service rules are slightly different between property-carrying drivers and
passenger-carrying drivers. Intrastate carrier hours-of-service requirements are the same for all
commercial motor vehicle drivers (51).
Commercial motor vehicle operators must maintain a designated minimum level of insurance.
For bus operators, insurance must cover $500,000 of liability for vehicles designed or used to
transport more than 15 passengers (including driver) but less than 26 passengers (not including
driver) or $5,000,000 of liability for vehicles designed or used to transport 26 or more passengers
(not including driver). The insurance requirement for private or for-hire cargo carriers operating
above defined weight levels is $500,000 of liability, with transporters of hazardous materials
required to maintain a minimum insurance level of $5,000,000 of liability coverage (52).
Transit agencies that perform package delivery will need to ensure that transit operators’ CDLs
are adequate for the addition of package delivery service. Drivers may need additional training to
learn how to properly lift packages to prevent injuries. Driver retention can also be a major issue
in many regions.
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Passenger and Cargo Carrier Regulations
State and federal regulations may differ between passenger and cargo carriers. Adding cargo
operations to a passenger service may require adjustments to operational and procedural
practices, for both the operating agency and driver performing the movement. Additionally,
anyone acting as a broker or a freight forwarder is required to register and obtain broker or
freight forwarding authority from the United States Department of Transportation Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration (53).
Package Handling and Storage
Package handling and storage is another major consideration for cargo operations. Handling and
storage of packages may require additional employee training to ensure the employees properly
lift, handle, store, transport, and deliver packages. Addressing the security of packages is
paramount. Depending on the type of service provided, packages may need to be stored in secure
locations at stations or designated locations, secured while in transit, and secured at the final
destination. In rural areas, the final delivery destination represents a challenge for package
delivery services. Existing package delivery companies (UPS, FedEx, USPS) vary in delivery
practices in rural areas—delivering to the recipient’s house or mailbox as conditions warrant. A
rural homeowner may live down a gravel driveway; practice decisions may include whether to
deliver package to the mailbox on roadway or travel the driveway and deliver at the
homeowner’s house and whether delivery to a house is going to occur within an operation with
passengers on-board? The liability associated with lost, damaged, or stolen packages is a major
consideration given these issues. The agency also needs to be prepared for handling and
managing the additional paperwork related to each shipment, such as bills of lading.
Infrastructure Deterioration
Researchers examined the draft Texas Freight Mobility Plan and found that of the 768 projects
that are not currently under planning or development, 511 projects (67 percent) are located in
rural areas of Texas (54). TxDOT identifies several strategies that address connections between
rural and urban areas and first- and last-mile connectors, many that occur in rural areas. The
condition of the infrastructure in rural areas is a concern for cargo and package pick-up and
delivery.
Researchers have identified several policies that address connections between rural and urban
areas and first- and last-mile connectors, and many apply to rural areas. The objectives of the
policies are listed as follows:
•
•

Emphasize project selection criteria in the TxDOT planning process that support and
prioritize funding of first- and last-mile connectors in locations with regional, statewide,
and national significance, including both urban and rural connectors.
Identify, preserve, protect, and invest in first- or last-mile connector routes from the
Texas Freight Network to freight gateways and generators, such as ports, international
ports-of-entry, and intermodal facilities.
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•
•

Improve and strengthen Texas’s rural freight transportation system to enable the transport
of energy, food, and other critical raw materials.
Strengthen rural economic development opportunities through alternative modal options
and connectivity.

Aging and Dispersed Population
An aging, dispersed rural population introduces challenges related to the ability of people to
drive themselves to goods and services. Online shopping with package delivery presents an
alternative to visiting a retail establishment and may be a means to acquire products for those
with limited mobility options. Online shopping also allows for access to goods that may not be
available in all areas because of limited local demand or scarcity of the good. Beyond the access
to goods that online shopping provides to rural residents, e-commerce also provides an economic
develop opportunity people located in rural areas to participate in customer-to-customer
exchange of goods. However, a dispersed population in low-density rural counties reduces the
sustainability of private carriers due to greatly increased delivery cost.
Texas has the largest rural population in the United States—6,197,604 in 2010. Rural population
increased 7.5 percent from 2000 to 2010, but rural population is aging while increasing. The
Texas State Demographer’s Office estimates that as baby boomers continue aging and longevity
increases, the percentage of the population that is age 65 or over is expected to grow nearly
300 percent over the next 30 years. Projections indicate that as people retire, they are expected to
leave large urban centers and settle in rural areas of the state.
The average population density in rural transit agencies was 24 persons per square mile in
2010—indicating very low-density, dispersed populations. Although total rural population in
Texas is increasing because counties near metropolitan areas and along the border are growing
rapidly, the percentage of the state’s population residing in rural areas is expected to decrease
over time. In counties in west Texas, the Panhandle, and some counties south of San Antonio,
population is declining, and the migration of seniors is not expected to increase the density of
population in rural areas. Figure 19 illustrates the projected decline in population in several
counties around the state by 2040.
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Figure 19. Projected Percent Population Change by County, 2010–2040.
Increased Costs to Deliver Packages
A recent report from Colliers International highlights that the last mile of the logistics chain,
which accounts for a large proportion of shipment costs and complexity of operations, is often
the most inefficient (40). In growing urban areas, the inefficiencies stem from the increasing
number of delivery points, which add distance and time to current delivery routes. In rural areas,
the challenge of increased delivery distance is exacerbated by the fact that, due to low residential
density, there are fewer customers to cover the costs of providing delivery service.
A report, commissioned by the Postal Regulatory Commission in 2011, discusses the January
1999 implementation of Delivery Area Surcharges (DAS) by both UPS and FedEx. These
companies introduced DAS to offset the costs associated with higher costs per delivery stop (41).
The two types of DAS fees identified by the report are regular DAS fees and Extended DAS
fees; extended fees are specifically for rural delivery. The report estimated that 16 percent of the
United States’ population pays Extended DAS fees. This population lives in areas that total
73.5 percent of the land area in the continental United States. According to the report, the density
of non-DAS zip-codes is, on average, 460.8 people per square mile; whereas, the population
density for the Extended DAS zip-codes is 20.8 people per square mile.
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Table 7 presents the 2011 estimated last-mile delivery cost per package for UPS, FedEx, and
USPS. These costs include both fixed and variable delivery costs. Although UPS and FedEx’s
costs are costs associated with both commercial and residential deliveries and USPS’s costs are
for residential service only, the average cost per package in an urban setting is comparable
among UPS, FedEx, and USPS—between $1 and $2. In a rural setting, the additional cost to
provide delivery service compared to the cost of providing similar service in urban settings is the
basis for extended DAS fees. USPS’s DDU rate of $1.92 per package is the fee that USPS
charges private carriers to complete last-mile delivery. This service avoids the extended DAS
fee, reducing UPS and FedEx’s rural delivery costs by nearly $1.20 per package (Table 7).
Table 7. Cost of Delivery per Package.
Carrier

Urban

UPS
FedEx Ground/HD
USPS Parcel Post
USPS Bound Printed Matter Parcels
USPS DDU Rate

$1.40
$1.52
$0.87
$0.43
$1.92

Rural
(Extended
DAS)
$3.10
$3.19
$0.57
$0.37
$1.92

Note: DDU rate for a 4-lb parcel in 2011.
Source: (41).

As of October 2015, both FedEx and UPS recently increased the companies’ fuel surcharges
despite significant decreases in fuel costs over the previous year. FedEx indicates the increase is
in response to heavier packages and a rise in residential deliveries, according to the Wall Street
Journal (55). The same article states that, “though e-commerce has taken off, margins on that
business are narrower because of the higher costs of making deliveries to scattered homes” (55).
USPS also serves more delivery locations than in previous years. USPS reports that their
delivery points increased from 149.2 million locations in 2008 to 153.9 million points in 2014
(34). A 3 percent increase in delivery points (as experienced by USPS) can contribute to a
significant amount of extra mileage, which increases fuel use and cost.
Possible Delivery Cost Reduction Solutions
Package delivery companies and major retailers are investigating ways to reduce the cost of
delivering packages other than sharing the cost of delivery with customers (in the form of fees
and surcharges, as discussed above). In urban areas, Amazon has introduced Amazon Lockers
(as presented above) to enable customers to pick up items ordered through Amazon at a locker
location (such as a convenience store, hardware store, or grocery store), instead of having the
item delivered to their home or office (56). Centralized delivery locations, such as Amazon
Lockers, reduce the number of delivery destinations, reducing the costs associated with making
deliveries (fuel, vehicle maintenance, staff costs, and others).
Similar to Amazon Lockers, USPS has also piloted a package pickup and delivery box system.
The gopost® parcel delivery locker concept is a free alternative delivery option that is available
24 hours a day. USPS initiated this system to increase their parcel readiness efforts and prepare
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for future online retail growth (57). Additionally, gopost® addresses common customer concerns
related to normal parcel deliveries, such as missed deliveries, address mix-ups, stolen packages,
and weather-damaged goods (57).
UPS has also introduced a new concept for package delivery that centralizes delivery points and
offers customers more security. UPS Access Points is a program that coordinates with local
business, such as dry cleaners or pharmacies, to allow packages to be placed at a near-by secure
location after the first attempt to deliver is unsuccessful. According to Bloomberg, UPS plans to
begin offering Access Points service in 100 cities. UPS stated that the service will reduce
delivery costs by ending second and third delivery attempts, and will save consumers a trip to
UPS customer centers (which are more spread out and less convenient than local business) (58).
Also according to Bloomberg, each home delivery attempt costs UPS $1.50 to $2.00, so multiple
delivery attempts could become so costly that UPS’ profit margin might be reduced to zero.
Additionally, Bloomberg notes that that UPS would prefer that people living near Access Points
forgo even a single home delivery attempt, opting instead for pickups at the nearby Access Point,
likely because of the opportunity to increase profit margins (58).
Fiscal
Funding sources that are dedicated to specific uses reduce flexibility and diminish opportunities
for public and private entities to collaborate and identify innovative solutions to freight funding
needs. This section documents fiscal challenges that transit agencies should consider when
initiating a package delivery service.
Public Funds for Provision of Transit Services
Transit agencies in the United States receive funding from the federal government as a subsidy to
support transit operation. The government controls the use of federal funds with detailed
legislative code and FTA guidance and rules. If an agency uses federal money to fund any part of
the agency’s operation, that agency’s services, policies, and practices must comply with federal
guidance.
As of July 2016, FTA has not drafted guidance for transit agencies that operate package delivery
services. Package delivery service is not included in current FTA guidance on incidental use;
however, two examples may have regulatory similarities: charter service and meals-on-wheels.
While the existing legislation does not specifically mention package delivery, it governs nonmission specific activities and, pending interpretation by FTA, may be similar to future package
delivery service guidance/regulations.
Charter Service—Charter service describes service provided on an exclusive basis to a specific
group of paying customers. Some transit agencies operate charter services to augment revenues.
According to Title 49 of the Federal Transportation Code, transit operators that receive federal
funding may provide chartered service as an incidental service as long as the service “does not:
(1) interfere or detract from the provision of the mass transportation service for which the
equipment or facilities were funded under the Act; or (2) does not shorten the mass
transportation life of the equipment or facility” (49 C.F.R. § 604.5[f]]).
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Meals-on-Wheels—Federal funding guidance associated with Federal Section 5310, Formula
Grants for Special Needs of Elderly Individuals and Individuals with Disabilities outline
requirements for transit agencies that deliver meals to people that are homebound. Section 5310
states that “Public transportation service providers receiving assistance… may coordinate and
assist in regularly providing meal delivery service for homebound individuals if the delivery
service does not conflict with providing public transportation service or reduce service to public
transportation passengers.”
Federal Grant Funding
Rural transit agencies receive federal Section 5311 non-urbanized area (rural) transit program
formula funding for support of public transportation in rural areas with a population of less than
50,000. In addition to federal funding, rural transit agencies receive state and local funds for rural
transit, including contract, county, and municipal government funds. In Texas, the state
distributes Section 5311 funds in the following manner and order:
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Intercity bus allocation— unless the state certifies, after consultation with affected
intercity bus service providers and other stakeholders that the intercity bus service needs
of the state are being adequately met, TxDOT will allocate not less than 15 percent of the
annual Section 5311 federal apportionment for the development and support of intercity
bus transportation.
Administration—TxDOT may use up to 10 percent of the annual federal apportionment
to defray its expenses incurred for administration.
Needs and performance formula allocation (Texas Transit Funding Formula)—an amount
not to exceed $20,104,352 after administration and intercity bus amounts are distributed
is allocated based on needs and performance.
Discretionary allocation—if the amount of the Section 5311 federal apportionments
exceeds the $20,104,352 maximum amount, a part of that excess not to exceed 10 percent
will be available to the commission for award at any time during the fiscal year on a pro
rata basis, competitively, or combination of both. Consideration for the award of these
additional discretionary funds may include, but is not limited to, coordination and
technical support activities, compensation for unforeseen funding anomalies, assistance
with eliminating waste and ensuring efficiency, maximum coverage in the provision of
public transportation services, adjustments for reduction in purchasing power, and
reductions in air pollution.
Vehicle revenue mile formula allocation—any amount of the annual Section 5311 federal
apportionment that is not otherwise allocated will be allocated to non-urbanized areas
based on the proportion of vehicle revenue miles for that non-urbanized area to the total
vehicle revenue miles for all non-urbanized areas.
Adjustments to allocation—adjustments are determined in the case of a change due to a
transit agency’s service area or declaration of a previously designated urbanized area as
non-urbanized.
Application and contract—new subrecipients may receive funds by completing and
complying with all application requirements, rules, and regulations applicable to the
Section 5311 program.
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States may not use more than 10 percent of apportioned Section 5311 funds, including funds
apportioned under Section 5340 but not the Rural Transit Assistance Program allocation, to
administer the Section 5311 program and to provide technical assistance to subrecipients.
Under Section 5311, the federal share for capital assistance is 80 percent, and the federal share
for operating assistance is 50 percent of net operating expenses. Net operating expenses are those
expenses that remain after a transit provider subtracts operating revenues from eligible operating
expenses. States may further define what constitutes operating revenues, but at a minimum,
operating revenues must include farebox revenues. Some projects—to meet the requirements of
the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Clean Air Act, or bicycle access projects—may be
funded at 90 percent federal contribution. State or local funding sources may provide the local
share.
State and Federal Agencies
Transit agencies in the United States receive funding from the federal government as a subsidy to
support transit operation. The federal government controls the use of federal funds with detailed
legislative code and FTA guidance and rule-makings. TxDOT is the official designated recipient
for RTDs in Texas. FTA passes down funds for rural and small urban transit systems to TxDOT.
TxDOT distributes the funds to subrecipients across the state. Please note this is an extremely
high-level summary of the process meant only to illustrate the relationship of RTD to TxDOT to
FTA to federal legislative code. If an agency uses federal money to fund any part of the agency’s
operation, that agency’s services, policies, and practices must comply with federal guidance. As
of January 2016, transit operators in the United States have not begun to make deliveries as an
additional or incidental service, and FTA has not drafted guidance for transit agencies to operate
package delivery services.
Despite the lack of guidance specific to package delivery services, the federal transportation code
does address other incidental services that transit agencies may opt to provide. Charter service—
service provided on an exclusive basis to a specific group of paying customers—is an example of
a service provided by some agencies in an effort to augment revenues. According to Title 49 of
the federal transportation code, transit operators that receive federal funding may provide
chartered service as an incidental service as long as the service, “does not: (1) interfere or detract
from the provision of the mass transportation service for which the equipment or facilities were
funded under the Act; or (2) does not shorten the mass transportation life of the equipment or
facility. 49 C.F.R. § 604.5(f).” Additionally, the funding guidelines associated with Federal
Section 5310 Formula Grants for Special Needs of Elderly Individuals and Individuals with
Disabilities outline requirements for transit agencies that deliver meals to people that are
homebound. Section 5310 states that, “Public transportation service providers receiving
assistance… may coordinate and assist in regularly providing meal delivery service for
homebound individuals if the delivery service does not conflict with providing public
transportation service or reduce service to public transportation passengers.”
While the existing legislation, discussed above, does not specifically mention package delivery,
it governs non-mission specific activities and, pending interpretation by FTA, may be applicable
to package delivery service provided by transit agencies.
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Researchers collected information from private sector intercity bus operators and public sector
RTDs first to ascertain if the concept of package delivery or freight haul was even remotely
feasible and interesting to stakeholders. GPX expressed clear interest, as did several RTDs. In
Task #3, Rural and Intercity Bus Workshops, researchers organized four workshops. A central
objective of the workshops was to facilitate exploratory discussions between FTA, TxDOT,
RTD, and private sector organizations.
A last-mile package delivery pilot must ensure transit services are not adversely effected. For
example, vehicle passenger compartments may not be modified to exclusively hold
parcels/freight. Rather, a successful last-mile package delivery pilot would maintain existing or
improve/increase transit service in effected rural areas.
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FACT-FINDING QUESTIONNAIRE
The fact-finding questionnaire enabled researchers to gather data directly from stakeholders
about rural package delivery. Researchers identified relevant types of stakeholders for
package/freight delivery coordination between public RTDs and the private sector, including
FTA, TxDOT, RTDs, and private sector companies. An online questionnaire was the primary
tool for distributing the questionnaire, but researchers also conducted virtual meetings with
private sector companies.
Findings from the questionnaire build upon the baseline state-of-practice information initially
collected. The state-of-the-practice scan established a baseline understanding of package delivery
services in the United States and provided a better understanding of the opportunity for rural
transit agencies to participate in freight delivery as a last-mile solution. The fact-finding
questionnaire ascertained current experience with and interest in freight delivery as a last-mile
solution. In addition, potential workshop participants are identified.
The following sections summarize the fact-finding approach and conclusions for the following
stakeholders:
•
•
•

RTDs (public sector, potential freight delivery partner).
Intercity bus operators (private sector, potential freight delivery partner).
State and federal agencies (oversight/regulatory entities with vested interest).

RURAL TRANSIT DISTRICTS
All 37 RTDs were invited to complete a brief online poll about their agency’s past or present role
and interest in last-mile package delivery in rural Texas. A secondary, but extremely important,
aim of outreach was to identify stakeholders interested in participating in the workshops planned
for the next phase of the research effort. Appendix A is the poll instrument. The following
sections describe the rural transit agency delivery experience.
Questionnaire Participation
Fifteen RTDs completed the poll (41 percent). The average time to complete the poll was
3 minutes. Three responding agencies are mixed small urban and rural service providers covering
multicounty regions and one or more small urban areas. The other 12 agencies are purely rural
service providers with various service contexts: two serving their respective city limits/area, two
serving their respective county, and eight serving multicounty regions. The following three
section summarize findings for these 15 RTDs. Responses are reported in aggregate. Researchers
used agency-specific information to determine workshop locations, develop content, and
coordinate participation.
Questionnaire Findings
In the questionnaire about delivery programs, researchers asked rural transit agencies in Texas
which types of delivery services they are involved in or were involved in in the past. Of the
seven agencies that responded to the questionnaire:
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•
•
•

Three have been involved with meals-on-wheels.
Five have experience with package delivery.
Two have experience with freight haul.

Agencies with package/freight experience briefly described the nature of their involvement in the
industry in the questionnaire. The following is a summary of their involvement:
•
•

•

•
•

An agency delivered packages that arrived at our transit facility to various entities in their
service area.
An agency had freight haul and package delivery contracts with intercity bus providers.
The agency would (a) operate a pickup and delivery station for freight/packages, (b)
process payment, (c) cost-share, and (d) transfer freight/packages with intercity bus
providers.
A health clinic uses a transit agency’s services to send packages to a different healthcare
provider in another city. The transit agency picks up the package and takes it to one of
their facilities, where a driver from a neighboring rural transit agency picks up the
package and takes it the rest of the way to its final destination.
An agency worked with an intercity transit facility to deliver packages to smaller
communities already served by their transit services.
An agency picks up medication from one rural health clinic and delivers it to their partner
rural health clinic in another city.

The questionnaire asked respondents what motivated them to get involved in package
delivery/freight haul. The following is a list of their motivating factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contracts with multiple intercity bus providers.
Increased services to the community and establishment of a positive working relationship
with intercity bus providers.
Increased revenues.
Services for which the transit agency will make extra revenue.
Coordination between two rural transit agencies and intercity bus providers.
Community and agency partnerships.

The questionnaire asked respondents for examples of characteristics of successful delivery
programs. Agencies shared the following remarks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-time delivery.
Good and open communication with intercity bus providers.
Already-established relationship with the community used beneficially.
Tracking/reporting requirement maintained.
Arrangements that are mutually beneficial logistically.
Marketing and coordination.
Set procedures for where/when to pick up packages, contact names, and phone numbers
for each end, and delivery confirmation signatures.
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Involvement in Delivery
The first question of the poll inquired about an agency’s experience with delivery services, such
as meals-on-wheels, package delivery, or freight haul (past or present). Seven agencies indicated
yes they have experience with at least one of three forms of delivery mentioned. Six agencies
indicated no. Two agencies were unsure. The next section summarizes findings specific to the
seven agencies with experience. The following section summarizes findings for the eight
agencies without experience or which were unsure.
RTDs with Experience
The seven agencies with experience in delivery were asked which types of delivery services they
are involved in, or were in the past: three of seven checked meals-on-wheels, five of seven
marked package delivery, and two marked freight haul (both of these agencies also marked
package delivery). No respondent used the write-in option.
The five agencies with package/freight experience were invited to briefly describe the nature of
their involvement in the industry:
•
•
•

•
•

We delivered packages that arrived at our [XYZ] transit facility to various entities in [our
service area].
[We] had freight haul and package delivery contracts with intercity bus providers. [We]
would operate a pick-up and delivery station of freight/packages, process payment, costshare, and transfer freight/packages with intercity bus providers.
[ABC Health Clinic] in [city1] uses [our services] to send packages to [DEF Health
Clinic] in [city2]. [We] pick up the package in [city1] and take it to [one of our facilities]
where a driver from [neighboring RTD] picks it up and takes it the rest of the way to
[city2].
[We] worked with [intercity bus operator] to deliver packages to smaller communities
[already served by our transit services].
We pick up medication from one rural health clinic, and deliver it to their partner rural
health clinic in another city.

The same five agencies were also asked what motivated them to get involved in package
delivery/freight haul:
•
•
•
•
•

Contract with [intercity bus operator 1] and [intercity bus operator 2].
To provide increase services to the community while establishing a positive working
relationship with intercity bus providers and generate revenues.
Services for which [we] make extra revenue, coordination between two rural transit
districts, and community partnerships.
[Part of] a coordination effort since [intercity bus operator] was housed at our multimodal
in [city in service area].
The clinic asked for our help.

Researchers were interested to learn about how much revenue delivery coordination generated
for agencies each year. Please note the following values are unconfirmed estimates and may or
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may not be present year values. Meals-on-wheels revenue responses included a blank (nonresponse), $4,000 each year, and $650,000 each year. Package delivery revenue responses
averaged $4,724 each year and ranged from $1,800 to $10,000. Freight haul revenue was noted
by one agency as $10,000 each year (the same agency marked $10,000 on package delivery,
unclear if the amounts are unique revenues).
The final follow-up question for seven agencies with package delivery or freight haul experience
was about keys to success. Agencies shared the following remarks:
•
•
•
•

On-time delivery.
Good and open communication with intercity bus providers, established relationship with
the community, meeting tracking/reporting requirements.
Finding arrangements that are mutually beneficial logistically. Marketing and
coordination.
Get a signature at each pick up /drop off. Have a set procedure for where/when to pick up
packages, and contact names and phone numbers for each end.

RTDs Interested but Inexperienced
Eight of 15 agencies noted they have no experience in coordinating meal, package, or freight
delivery. The poll contains logical functions to inquire if the agency had ever considered, or been
approached about, generating local match revenue by delivering packages or freight. Most
agencies had not considered the possibility nor been approached (six of the eight agencies). Two
agencies had previously considered the possibility and shared the following insight:
•
•

It was a Board decision not to add…delivery service.
[We] could not reach the proper person at primary carrier.

All eight agencies were presented with the following scenario and question:
Consider the idea for a moment: imagine [Agency] coordinates package/freight delivery
and passenger trips/routes remain at their existing high-level of customer service.
9) What minimum level of revenue would make the endeavor interesting and worthwhile
to [Agency]?
( ) About $5,000 each year
( ) About $10,000 each year
( ) About $25,000 each year
( ) About $50,000 or more each year
Researchers were interested to learn the relative revenue return necessary to make the effort to
coordinate package delivery/freight haul worthwhile. Zero agencies marked about $5,000
revenue. Five agencies marked $10,000 revenue. One agency marked $25,000. Two agencies
marked $50,000. The average of the eight responses is $21,875 in annual revenues necessary to
motivate participation in last-mile package or freight delivery in rural Texas. The amount is
higher than the average $4,724 revenue earned by RTDs already involved in delivery.
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Comments about Delivery
Agencies shared the following comments in response to the final question of the poll, which was
“Please share any final insight or comments about rural transit involvement in package/freight
delivery”:
•
•
•

•
•
•

[Package delivery] is a small source of income which requires very little work. In our
case we place packages on buses going in [the] direction [the bus is already traveling].
Any additional service that could contribute to our local revenues without adversely
affecting our core service (transporting passengers) is worth consideration. We’re
interested in learning more about this.
Have been in the package delivery business before and am very familiar with the process
and benefits. We would enjoy exploring this as applied to rural transit. We cover
[multiple] counties and have 30 buses out, every day. A good opportunity for
coordination, efficiency, and revenue.
[We] are very much interested in participating in workshops.
[Package delivery] can be a great source of increased revenue while increasing a service
to the public.
[We] are very interested in finding more opportunities in this arena for final mile
delivery, partnerships with FedEx/UPS/etc. (even Amazon), and further monetization of
rural routes creating more infrastructure in rural areas.

Workshop Participation
Fourteen of the 15 responding agencies expressed interest in participating in a workshop about
last-mile package/freight delivery.
Current Transit-Based Package Delivery Practices in Texas
Rural transit agencies are creating community partnerships through package delivery services
with local agencies in some areas in Texas. According to Higgins et al., Concho Coaches, a small
regional intercity bus service, receives their largest portion of revenue from the freight services
the company provides. The Midland Reporter Telegram states that Concho Coaches delivers
plumbing supplies, smaller oil field service equipment, and other packages/products, as
requested (42, 43). Additionally, regional package delivery carriers, such as LSO, are growing
and provide a different array of services and service levels compared to the major carriers. On
many occasions, they can offer direct delivery from origin to destination without first entering
the package into a major sorting facility. This section describes the package delivery programs at
ATCOG’s TRAX, CARTS, SWART, and South Plains Community Action Association
(SPARTAN), as well as partnerships with Greyhound.
ATCOG TRAX
ATCOG TRAX rural public transportation service is an interlining partner with Greyhound.
Under this agreement, TRAX transports GPX packages on TRAX intercity bus routes to Paris
from Mount Pleasant, Linden, and Texarkana. Additionally, customers with pre-paid package
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shipments may send their packages GPX out of Paris. TRAX stores packages in a separate cargo
compartment at the rear of the transit vehicle.
According to Ark-Tex staff, the agency and its customers benefit from the relationship with GPX
and Greyhound because service is streamlined and the agency has gained the ability to provide
service to additional destinations.
CARTS
CARTS is an interlining partner with Greyhound. Under their agreement, CARTS provides
connecting service to Greyhound passengers and packages in the Austin, Texas, area. CARTS is
also a Greyhound agent and sells Greyhound passenger tickets and GPX services. All of
CARTS’s routes are available for Greyhound passenger and package delivery services.
According to CARTS’s staff, the transit agency’s connection with Greyhound allows CARTS to
better serve its customers by providing increased accessibility and connectivity. The transit
agency specifically views package delivery as an additional service that it can offer to improve
the quality of life of its constituents and provide a more well-rounded service.
SWART
SWART began providing package delivery services within the transit agency’s region in 2016.
These services are conducted under contract with Advance Headstart and include transportation
of interoffice mail and other business-related items.
SPARTAN
SPARTAN, in partnership with West Texas Opportunities’ transportation program TRAX, has
developed a community partnership with South Plains Rural Health to transport packages
between health clinics. SPARTAN picks up the package in Levelland and takes it to a
SPARTAN office in Lubbock, where a driver from TRAX picks it up and transports the package
to Lamesa.
INTERCITY BUS OPERATORS
Researchers contacted private package delivery companies to learn more about challenges,
coordination with transit, innovation, potential market opportunities, and lessons learned.
Additionally, researchers asked whether the respondent’s firms would be interested in
participating in the project’s workshops. GPX and Jefferson lines (two intercity bus-based
package delivery providers) consented to provide feedback. This section presents the questions
that researchers asked each respondent and summarizes the findings collected through this
outreach effort.
Researchers asked each respondent the following questions:
1. Does your company struggle with delivering packages/freight to rural areas in Texas at a
cost-competitive rate?
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2. Is your organization currently involved in coordinating package delivery with a public
transit agency partner (anywhere in United States, but especially Texas)?
a. If YES,
i. Will you please describe how the partnership was formed and how it
functions today?
ii. What benefits does the partnership provide to your business?
3. How does your company handle re-delivery if recipient is not home and the address is
remote?
4. Are there innovative solutions used now or will be in the near-future? (e.g., box
drop/pick-up at high-traffic locations like grocery stores)
5. We are looking for locations where a partnership between an RTD and a private delivery
company could likely prove mutually beneficial.
a. Please share any of the following information you are willing to:
i. Do you have any information about freight/package volume in rural
Texas? By package size/weight. By delivery timeframe.
ii. Is there a particular region or county where rural package delivery is
especially challenging?
6. What information can you share about keys to a well-functioning package delivery
partnership agreement between a public agency and a private company?
7. Are you interested in participating in a workshop about package delivery partnerships
between private companies and RTDs in Texas?
Current Partnerships with Transit Agencies in Texas
To learn more about existing service and partnerships between private sector organizations and
transit agencies, researchers asked each respondent whether their firm coordinates with a transit
agency to provide package delivery service. Jefferson Lines’ representative stated that Jefferson
Lines does not currently work with any transit agencies in Texas.
Greyhound works with CARTS and the Wichita Falls Transit System (Falls Ride) to provide
pickup and delivery service for Greyhound’s package delivery service—GPX — in the service
area of each transit agency. CARTS uses its transit vehicles, and Falls Ride uses a maintenance
van (labeled with GPX decals) for the service. Because both CARTS and Falls Ride operate
on-demand service, they represent ideal partners for pickup and delivery service because of the
on-demand nature of the current package delivery market. CARTS and Falls Ride provide GPX
pickup and delivery service under Greyhound’s standard contract for this type of service.
According to Greyhound’s representative, approximately 25 percent of the company’s GPX
service occurs in Texas, and new strategies/services are typically tested in Texas first. Assuming
the required infrastructure is in place (a local agent and last-mile delivery provider), the company
would consider entering any market as a package delivery provider.
Beyond GPX, Greyhound is also pursuing partnerships with transit agencies to increase
Greyhound’s passenger service area. These agreements, ideally, would enable the company to
access transit agency facilities, such as transit centers, for passenger pickup/dropoff as well as
coordinate passenger transfers to transit-operated services so that Greyhound can offer passenger
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service (and potentially package service) to more destinations. Transit agencies may act as
Greyhound agents to sell Greyhound tickets and GPX services.
Innovations in Package Delivery
When researchers asked respondents about current industry innovations Greyhound’s
representative shared two innovative concepts that GPX is working on—neighborhood
pickup/drop-off points and electronic consumer shipment management.
To provide service to as many customers as possible, while minimizing the costs associated with
door-to-door delivery, GPX is working to establish neighborhood pickup and delivery locations.
Under the GPX concept, local businesses (such as convenience stores or dry cleaners) would act
as a package pickup and drop-off location. Packages would be delivered to or collected from
each location by the same providers that now pickup and delivery GPX packages to home
addresses. In the case of pickups, recipients would be notified that their package is available
when it arrives. For outgoing shipments, customers would be able to pre-pay for service online,
or purchase service at the drop-off location. Greyhound’s representative stated that this type of
arrangement has the potential to reduce GPX costs because it removes the variability of pickup
and delivery locations and could increase foot traffic and revenue for local partner business
(those acting as pickup/drop-off locations).
To better compete with other shipping companies, GPX, according to representatives, is
developing a, “shipping management solution” that will include electronic ordering, package
tracking, online billing, and integration with other platforms (such as smartphone shopping apps
and online stores) through an open Application Programming Interface. Any entity that contracts
with GPX will have access to this system and will be required to use it for processing of GPX
packages.
Challenges in Package Delivery
The representatives from both Greyhound and Jefferson Lines identified on-demand service and
tracking as key challenges related to package delivery, from the perspective of intercity bus
operators. Greyhound also identified a need for better access to rural customers. This section
discusses these challenges in more detail.
On-Demand Service
Intercity bus operators operate according to fixed schedules, to accommodate passenger trips.
The package delivery market, according to both Greyhound and Jefferson Lines representatives,
is quickly transitioning to an on-demand delivery model where customers can receive their
purchases in as little as a few hours and typically in less than a week. This quick turn-around
requires package delivery providers to respond to demand quickly, and to offer flexible service.
Additionally, according to Greyhound’s representative, to meet the short timeframe delivery
demands of consumers, goods must be transported overnight and package delivery companies
must be capable of receiving and beginning transport for outgoing shipments late into the day.
Because of the challenge of meeting the demands of current consumers looking for more
immediate delivery, Greyhound focuses on commercial/business shipping services. According to
the company’s representative, these customers ship goods regularly, according to scheduled
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service, and do not require on-demand delivery options. The consumer shipping market is
growing and Greyhound, according to the company’s representative, is interested in developing
this segment of the company’s shipping market.
Access to Rural Customers
Greyhound’s representative explained that access to customers in rural areas is a significant
challenge as the company tries to expand its package delivery services and provide more
deliveries in rural areas. According to the company’s representative, Greyhound works with local
agents to transfer packages from its buses. Once packages are transferred from the buses, the
agents either retain the packages for the recipient to pick up or transfer the packages to
contracted couriers for direct-to-recipient (last-mile) delivery. Without having agents in rural
areas (such as the small towns/villages where Greyhound picks up at a curbside bus stop or
simply passes through), Greyhound cannot accept packages to be delivered in these areas. The
lack of rural access minimizes the GPX service area. Additionally, according to Greyhound’s
representative, the company’s parent company, First Group, “encourages Greyhound to take
advantage of public facilities where possible.” Under this directive, Greyhound is heavily
interested in developing its relationships with transit agencies and finding partners to gain access
to intermodal facilities.
Delivery Tracking
The large package delivery companies (UPS, FedEx, and USPS) offer varying levels of tracking
service for the packages they deliver. As of January 2016, GPX and Jefferson Lines package
express services do not offer customers the ability to track, in real time, their packages.
According to both Greyhound and Jefferson Lines representatives, technology for tracking and
dispatching packages is a key element of a competitive package delivery service and without this
capability a company will struggle to compete effectively with large providers. As discussed
previously, Greyhound is actively pursuing this technology and expects to introduce tracking
features and other related technology advancements in the coming year. Greyhound’s
representative emphasize that any tracking system must allow consumers to check on packages,
determine expected wait times, and answer other questions for themselves—this type of system
reduces the need for customer service agents and increases customer satisfaction.
Opportunities and Lessons Learned
Greyhound’s representative stated that approximately 25 percent of the companies GPX service
occurs in Texas and that they typically test new strategies/services in Texas first. Additionally,
Greyhound’s representative stated that, assuming the required infrastructure is in place (a local
agent and last-mile delivery provider), there are no markets that the company would not consider
entering as a package delivery provider.
Workshop/Pilot Participation
Greyhound’s representative states that the company would be interested in participating in a pilot
package delivery service in collaboration with a transit agency. Jefferson Lines representatives,
because of the company’s limited Texas service, stated that the company is not interested in
piloting opportunities.
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RURAL AND INTERCITY BUS WORKSHOPS
As a catalyst for pilot implementation and to develop dialogue between stakeholders and
investigate findings from the fact-finding questionnaire more thoroughly, researchers with TTI
and On Your Mark Transportation facilitated a series of workshops in May 2016 to capture rural
transit agency and private intercity bus carrier perspectives on using public transit to facilitate
last-mile package delivery in rural areas.
These workshops informed participants and gained feedback on possible options, challenges and
barriers, and advantages and disadvantages of using public transit to facilitate package delivery, as
well as discussed opportunities for coordination of package delivery between the public and private
sectors. Researchers were also able to identify potential pilot project participants for a last-mile
package delivery project. This section documents locations of each workshop, the agenda used,
and the key topics that surfaced during the workshops.
WORKSHOP LOCATIONS
The workshops were held in several regions throughout Texas—Arlington, Austin, Odessa, and
Pharr. With input from the TxDOT project advisors and TxDOT’s Public Transportation
Division (PTN), these cities were chosen because of their geographic convenience to Task 2
questionnaire respondents interested in attending workshops. The workshops in Arlington and
Austin were held at TTI facilities, and the meetings in Odessa and Pharr were held at TxDOT
facilities. TTI invited stakeholders including representatives from the 37 Texas RTDs, private and
public intercity bus operators, private package delivery interests, TxDOT, and others.
Table 8 displays the location, date, and attendees for each workshop.
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Table 8. Workshop Locations, Dates, and Attendees.
Location

Date

Arlington

May 5, 2016

Austin

May 11, 2016

Odessa

May 24, 2016

Pharr

May 26, 2016

Attendees
• City County Transportation
• East Texas Council of Governments
• GPX
• Heart of Texas Council of Governments
• Public Transit Services
• SPAN, Inc.
• STAR Transit
• Arrow Trailways
• Capital Area Rural Transit System
• Colorado Valley Transit
• Golden Crescent
• GPX
• SWART District
• Concho Valley Transit
• GPX
• SPARTAN Public Transportation
• West Texas Opportunities
• Fort Bend County Transit
• GPX
• Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council
• REAL, Inc.

WORKSHOP AGENDA
Workshops followed a basic agenda:
•
•
•

Inform the participants of possible options, challenges and barriers, advantages, and
disadvantages.
Discuss opportunities for coordination of package delivery.
Identify potential pilot project participation in a last-mile package delivery project.

Appendix B includes the workshop presentation, SCOT analysis, and agency info sheet used for
the workshops. Workshops included facilitated discussion on the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policies relevant to implementing and operating package delivery services.
Necessary legal protections for delivery service providers.
Transit-specific legal issues.
Firsthand experience with package delivery services.
Tracking packages with technology.
Central drop or last-mile drop locations.
Making connections.
How to connect schedules between carriers.
Security/safety.
Markets.
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•
•
•

Pricing.
Transit-specific requirements/policies.
Stakeholder interest in participating in the pilot project(s) developed during this project’s
Task 5.

KEY FINDINGS FROM THE WORKSHOPS
Participants were asked to provide their perspective and understanding of using public transit to
facilitate last-mile package delivery. The following sections describe the key findings revealed
during the SCOT analysis and during discussions of stakeholder objectives, markets, community
connections, and operational considerations.
SCOT Analysis
Participants completed a SCOT analysis during the workshop to determine internal and external
factors that would impact their agency if rural package delivery were implemented.
Strengths are internal characteristics that give an agency an advantage to achieve performance
goals. The following are strengths identified by the agencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Potential for additional revenue and matching funds.
Availability of extra capacity on transit vehicles.
Availability of additional personnel already employed by the agency.
Lack of competition from other transit providers or package delivery carriers.
Knowledge of local geographic area.
Flexibility.
Daily frequency that already exists within service schedule.
Vehicle fleet size and quality.
Large service area.
Excellent communication.
Existing sales and marketing structure.
Availability of centralized operations center.
Availability of package tracking capabilities.
Experience with multimodal transportation.
Additional service points.
Opportunity to expand brand/brand exposure.
Existing market knowledge.
Location of transit facilities (proximity to interstates).
City serving as existing hub for regional activity.
Existing partnerships.
Provide additional access for customers.
Ability to use existing infrastructure.
Brand recognition.
Existing trained personnel.
Potential for job creation.
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Challenges are internal characteristics that can place the agency at risk for not achieving
performance goals. The following are challenges identified by the agencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of funding.
Scheduling.
Training (drivers, dispatch).
Additional bureaucratic compliance.
Additional reporting requirements.
Package securement in buses.
Varying package attributes; package size and weight.
Lack of internal vehicle space/capacity.
Interchange locations.
Delivery time span.
Lack of adoption by public transit agencies.
Over-thinking.
Ability to staff this service.
Vehicle types.
Package-to-rider ratio.
Determining where to deliver packages.
Getting the package delivered on time.
Liability.
Lack of available/appropriate vehicles.
Availability and cost of necessary technology.
Individual opinion.
Lack of marketing.
Maintaining schedules.
Disrupting core competency and mission of agency.
Lack of awareness/knowledge of existing services.
Ability to meet partner requirements.
Delivery expectations.

Opportunities are external opportunities to improve transit performance. The following are
opportunities identified by the agencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased revenue and local match funding opportunity.
More exposure, which may lead to increased ridership.
Courier-type service.
Increased public awareness of services available.
Additional service points.
Market-based pricing for package delivery.
Additional service partners with local relationships.
Strengthening of existing partnerships with local businesses and social service agencies.
Additional capacity already available on transit vehicles.
More trips.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Co-advertising.
Business buy-in of public transit.
Helping people get things faster.
Public outreach.
Creation of a replicable model for other agencies.
Potential for growth.
Ability to be accessible within the community.
Regional coordination and coordination among agencies.
Potential for economic development.
Development of service markets (gaming, international, etc.).
Expansion of capacity.
Ability to impact last-mile delivery.
Public perception.

Threats are external elements that could cause problems for an agency. The following are
threats identified by the agencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorrect/improper reporting leading to withdrawal of funding.
Changing government policies.
Regulatory issues.
Capital requirements.
Discontinuation of the program by FTA/TxDOT after implementation.
Impacts on future programs to sustain ridership.
Liability and potential for worker’s compensation claims.
Vehicle restrictions.
Governmental regulations.
Poor customer service.
Not meeting customer expectations.
Abuse by providers.
Maintaining identity of transit agency.
Issues with FTA.
Ability to meet demand.
Lack of funding.
Political wind.
Lack of coordination.
Smaller market segments.
Competition.
Fluctuating market segments.
Reduction or loss of rural markets.
Public perception.
Safety.
Abuse by providers.
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Stakeholder Objectives
Workshop participants identified potential stakeholders for package delivery service and the
objectives for each. Table 9 summarizes the outcomes of the stakeholder objectives discussion.
Table 9. Stakeholder Objectives.
Stakeholder
Private Intercity
Bus Carriers

Public Transit

Customers
(Residential and
Business)

TxDOT

MPO/Council of
Government

FTA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Objectives
Increase revenue/profit.
Increase number service points.
Increase number of partner agencies and community connections.
Increase cost effectiveness.
Expand brand alternatives.
Expand markets.
Expand expertise and share existing knowledge of package delivery.
Reduce costs for package delivery.
Increase local match funding opportunities.
Increase passenger base.
Increase marketing.
Increase markets.
Increase connections.
Provide access.
Expand service destinations.
Create partnerships and network.
Reduce duplicate services.
Ensure convenience.
Provide efficient delivery and same-day delivery options.
Increase service points.
Increase shipping options.
Increase shipping markets/diversify types of packages.
Reduce shipping costs.
Focus on performance.
Focus on sustainability.
Consider local investment/operating expenses.
Focus on regional coordination.
Concentrate on implementable research.
Ensure compliance with regional planning.
Secure funding.
Support public transit.
Focus on regional coordination.
Consider economic development potential.
Ensure compliance with federal regulations.
Create links and connections.
Support connections.
Support travel needs in rural and intercity areas.
Support infrastructure.
Encourage partnerships and public transit enhancement.
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Markets
The diversity of potential markets’ rural package delivery services is substantial. Specific
markets will vary depending on the area in the state. The following is a list of potential markets
identified by participants at the workshops:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auto industry parts and equipment.
Medical (biological samples, prescriptions, pharmaceutical).
Environmental (air, water, soil, oil, agricultural).
Military.
College campuses.
Restaurants, wholesale foods, and convenience stores.
Perishables (fish, eggs, dairy).
Private homeowners.
Small businesses and artisans.
Mail, documents, printed materials, and courier services.
Same-day shipping needs.
Small quantity shipping.
Regional employment centers/large companies (e.g., Cargill).

The partnership between rural transit agencies SPARTAN and TRAX is a good example of rural
package delivery services for medical products. A local health clinic uses the SPARTAN service
to send packages to a different healthcare provider in Lubbock that is within the service area of
neighboring rural transit agency TRAX. SPARTAN picks up packages and delivers them
through the agency’s commuter buses to its Lubbock office. TRAX drivers pick up the package
in the Lubbock office and deliver packages to the final destination.
The package delivery market is quickly transitioning to an on-demand delivery model where
customers can receive their purchases in as little as a few hours and typically in less than a week.
This quick turnaround requires package delivery providers to respond to demand quickly and to
offer flexible service. To meet the short timeframe delivery demands of consumers, goods must
be transported overnight, and package delivery companies must be capable of receiving and
beginning transport for outgoing shipments late into the day.
Community Connections
Implementing a package delivery program can be advantageous for both the public and private
transportation sectors because of the potential to increase revenue, increase markets and service
points, and create economic development opportunities within a community. The following
section summarizes the discussion related to the connections necessary for a rural package
delivery service.
Connections between public transit agencies and private intercity bus carriers are crucial to a
successful rural package delivery program, especially when transferring packages from main
carrier (i.e., GPX, UPS, FedEx) to the last-mile carrier (i.e., transit agency). Collaboration and
coordination with rural transit agencies and private package carriers can reinforce the first- and
last-mile connection for package delivery. It is important to create central package drop and
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pickup locations that are convenient to both customers and package carriers. Integrating schedules
and frequencies has the potential to increase both ridership and package delivery.
Community buy-in is also important for a successful rural package delivery program. Package
delivery service may result in confusion or pushback from riders, or riders may view the new
service as a loss of passenger service. Transit agencies are responsible for communicating
service changes to their ridership. Public outreach and education should reiterate that passenger
service will not be affected (and cannot legally be reduced to deliver packages) and that package
delivery service has the potential to fund transit service and expand service.
Furthermore, improved collaboration and coordination with state agencies, local governments,
and MPOs is necessary to leverage freight and transit infrastructure improvements and increase
support for coordinated package delivery.
Operational Considerations
To successfully add package delivery service to existing passenger transportation services, a
transit agency needs to consider the additional operating time and additional space required to
execute a meaningful service. There are many varied operational issues agencies must consider
when implementing a package delivery program, such as package securement, driver
requirements, technology, and safety. The following section is a summary of the discussion
related to operation considerations.
The addition of package delivery service will create unique operational considerations for transit
agencies. Considerations are as follows:
•

•

•

Trip type—Will the agency combine package delivery service and passenger service, or
schedule vehicles for dedicated package service? Several public transit agencies indicated
they would prefer to have a dedicated vehicle to deliver packages, but not all agencies
have extra transit vehicles or fleet vehicles to dedicate to the program.
Timing and scheduling—If package delivery service is integrated with passenger service,
how does the time required to make deliveries affect overall transit performance and
customer experience? Many public transit agencies indicated they would incorporate
package delivery into regularly scheduled trips and service schedules, or deliver packages
during off-peak times. Integrating package delivery service with package service could
increase dwell time and contribute to additional slack in the transit agency’s schedule.
The amount of time required to load and unload the packages at each stop must be
considered when designing service. Because of the additional variable it introduces,
package delivery service could also cause uncertainty within the passenger service
schedule. The agency also needs to be prepared for handling and managing the additional
paperwork related to each shipment, such as bills of lading.
Vehicle design—Is the vehicle capable of transporting packages and passengers safely
and securely? Transport of packages requires a vehicle that has adequate cargo space that
is separate and secure from passengers, and is capable of carrying a specific load (in
pounds). The agencies discussed several ideas to retrofit existing vehicles to
accommodate packages but noted that retrofitting may violate regulations set forth by the
funding agency. Adequate cargo space may be defined as a secure storage compartment
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•

•

•

•

•

in the location of a passenger seat or stock cargo areas (as in a van) or an aftermarket
storage compartment installed in place of some passenger seats (without impeding safe
access or passenger load minimums).
Package handling and storage—Does the transit agency have a secure facility to store
packages while in transit? How will the transit agency handle instances when a package
is undeliverable? Where will the package be delivered alternatively? Handling and
storage of packages may require additional employee training to ensure the employees
properly lift, handle, store, transport, and deliver packages. A private-sector partner
indicated it would be willing to provide online package handling training modules to
public transit agencies. The concept of lockers, similar to those used by Amazon, was
discussed as a potential opportunity for a central pickup and drop point. Packages may
need to be stored in secure locations at stations or designated locations, secured while in
transit, and secured at the final destination. Basic package security training can be
provided to public transit drivers, and transit terminals can be used as a training ground
for local law enforcement agencies. Handling and storage of packages may require
additional employee training to ensure that the employees properly lift, handle, store,
transport, and deliver packages.
Processing and paperwork—How will the transit agency handle paperwork associated
with packages? How will the introduction of additional steps to operator routine (i.e.,
scanning package for tracking) impact performance and passenger service? Public transit
agencies expressed concern about the cost of procuring and implementing additional
technology to process packages. A private-sector partner indicated that it uses a
smartphone-enabled system for package scanning, which eliminates the need for
scanners. There are several smartphone-enabled systems available for package scanning,
which eliminates the need for scanners and reduces the cost of procuring and
implementing additional hardware and technology.
Insurance—Does the transit agency’s insurance cover the additional risk/liability
associated with package delivery service? Agencies should contact their insurance agent
to discuss specific details about their fleet and service types to ensure coverage. The
private-sector partner indicated that very few packages are damaged during transit, but
insurance to cover any damaged items is often prorated throughout each carrier involved
in the delivery.
Pricing—Pricing for package delivery service could be determined using per-mile fees,
flat fees according to delivery zones, weight-based fees, market-based fees, or in
accordance with private-sector fee tables and policies. Furthermore, fees could be split
into two categories:
o Local—packages that originate and terminate within the transit agency’s service area.
o Last-mile—packages that are transferred from a private carrier to be delivered within
a transit agency’s service area.
Regulations and legal considerations—There are numerous laws and regulations, both at
the state and federal levels, associated with commercial package delivery. Most of these
regulations revolve around operator registration, driver licensing, and safety standards.
Adding package delivery to a passenger service may require adjustments to operational
and procedural practices, for both the operating agency and driver performing the
movement. Package delivery service is not included in current FTA guidance on
incidental use; however, two examples may have regulatory similarities: charter service
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•

•

•

and meals-on-wheels. Existing legislation does not specifically mention package
delivery, but it governs non-mission-specific activities and may be similar to future
package delivery service guidance/regulations.
Service opportunities—Participants identified several types of package delivery services:
last-mile, drop, same day, and back up. Rural package delivery does not have to be
exclusively door-to-door services. Several agencies pointed out that retailers and/or
individuals often prefer to pick up packages rather than have them delivered, and
residents in extremely rural areas may not be willing to pay more for home delivery. A
private-sector partner suggested that not all public agencies have to offer all types of
service; they can offer only those applicable to their community and customer base.
Driver requirements and needs—In Texas, three classes of commercial driver’s licenses
(CDLs) exist, each defined by the vehicle weight characteristics or the number of
passengers transported. Transit agencies that perform package delivery will need to
ensure that transit operators’ CDLs are adequate for the addition of package delivery
service. Driver retention is a major issue in many regions, so several public agencies were
concerned about adding additional responsibilities without increasing wages. Some
suggested that adding “additional duties as assigned” to the existing job descriptions
could alleviate any issues with package delivery. Others suggested offering drivers a
commission for packages delivered. Furthermore, additional training may be needed for
drivers to learn how to properly lift packages to prevent injuries.
Security—Maintaining a secure environment for both passengers and packages is an
important consideration when implementing a package delivery program. Many public
agencies expressed concerns related to potential drug trafficking, especially near borders
and on routes to major cities. The private-sector partners indicated that a visual package
inspection is performed on each package prior to loading it on their vehicles. Basic
package security training can be provided to public transit drivers, and transit terminals
can be used as a training ground for local law enforcement agencies.

Conclusions from the Workshops
Transit agencies and private package carriers that attended workshops are equally interested in
this concept and perceive similar benefits:
•
•
•
•

Additional reach and market share.
Increased ridership.
Increased revenue.
Opportunities to collaborate on service provision beyond package delivery.

There is not a one-size-fits-all way to implement package delivery in rural areas. The type of
package delivery service (direct to the door, central pickup locations, pass-through packages,
etc.) is dependent upon local/regional markets and the size/capacity of the local partner. The
diversity of potential markets is substantial.
Although package delivery offers the potential for additional revenue for rural transit agencies, it
is a secondary benefit. Package delivery can offer rural transit agencies the opportunity to
provide an additional service to their customers beyond the agency’s service area and improve
rural residents’ accessibility to goods and services. It can also provide additional service points
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from private carriers. Support from state and federal agencies is key to ensuring successful
programs. Funding partners (FTA, TxDOT, MPOs, and others) will need to be educated about
this concept to ensure that such programs are executed in the same way throughout Texas.
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STRATEGY FOR IMPLEMENTING LAST-MILE PACKAGE DELIVERY
SERVICE VIA RURAL TRANSIT
This section documents considerations for implementing last-mile package delivery service via
rural transit agencies. Initiation of rural, transit-based last-mile package delivery service requires
transit agencies to implement non-standard policies and procedures and to coordinate with new
and diverse service partners. Considerations include potential goals, objectives, and performance
measures associated with implementing package delivery service, insurance and liability
considerations, partners in a potential agreement to operate the service, agreements to manage
the service/partnership, and training and operations requirements.
GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Goals, objectives, and performance measures establish upfront expectations and guide future
decision-making. The project team worked with pilot participants to develop the following goals,
objectives, and performance measures:
•

•

•

Goals:
o Provide additional services to customers.
o Increase non-program transit revenues.
o Facilitate expansion of intercity bus passenger service in rural areas.
o Test the concept of last-mile package delivery in the market.
o Gather management/training/operation information to inform future package service
expansion.
o Contribute to economic development within the transit agencies service area.
Objectives:
o Coordinate with private sector package delivery partners, such as intercity bus
companies, to introduce package delivery service options.
o Operate package delivery service under a fee-for-service model.
o Document service impacts, staff training requirements, and lessons learned at regular
intervals to improve service and facilitate goal achievement.
o Document opportunities, challenges, and performance for monthly
summary/documentation.
o Provide access to affordable shipping services for local businesses and residents and
foster opportunities for local service providers to partner to deliver packages.
Performance Measures:
o Packages and shipments per day.
o Revenue from package service per month.
o Revenue miles and hours completed with package on-board.
o Portion of passenger capacity used for package service compared to total passenger
capacity for vehicles that provided package service.
o Non-passenger miles and hours that result from package service.
o Operating cost associated with package services.
o Staff time required per week for package services.
o Transit referrals/conversions.
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o Package size.
o Customer feedback.
INSURANCE AND LIABILITY
Potential risks associated with package delivery service include customer and employee injuries
and lost, stolen, or damaged packages. Most transit agencies are part of TML. According to TML
staff, package delivery service is not included in the pool’s liability coverage but a transit
agency’s decision to implement package delivery service would not affect existing liability
coverage. Transit agencies should contact insurance agents that specialize in courier and package
service to discuss specific details about their fleet and service types to determine coverage
availability.
The liability associated with lost, damaged, or stolen packages broadens a transit agency’s risk
exposure. For example, the maximum insurable value for packages that travel via GPX is $1,000,
so risk exposure is still low. Additionally, in the case of the pilots, GPX is responsible for
handling all customer service issues related to lost or damaged packages and partner transit
agencies is not required to handle such matters after referring customers to GPX.
SERVICE PARTNERS
Implementing last-mile package delivery service operated by rural transit agencies requires
coordination and agreement between the transit agency and a private package delivery company.
Rural Transit Agencies
All rural transit agencies in Texas have the potential to implement package delivery service.
Because of market variability and demand differentials, some rural transit agencies may be better
suited to implement service than others. Demand trends and statewide goals, demographics,
agency-specific conditions, and private sector insight are helpful for rural transit agencies to
self-assess to determine whether the transit agency has potential to succeed with package
delivery service.
When selecting participants for the pilot package delivery service, researchers worked with
TxDOT’s Public Transportation Division staff to review each interested agency according to the
following criteria:
•

•

TxDOT freight plan goals—Implementation of package delivery service in rural areas
may help satisfy statewide planning goals and objectives. When considering service, rural
transit agencies should review the Texas Freight Mobility Plan’s goals to determine the
potential statewide contributions such service may achieve. The 2016 Freight Mobility
Plan goals included three that are specifically relevant to package delivery via rural
transit: multimodal connectivity, customer service, and economic competitiveness.
Population and service area—Each rural transit agency in Texas serves a unique portion
of the state’s population and operates in distinct geographic conditions. Each agency’s
service area and population should be analyzed to determine the potential for supporting
a package delivery service. Variables for analysis include, at minimum: residential
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•

•

density, current economic activity and business diversity, projected growth, and regional
connectivity/opportunity.
Special features identified by the agency—Rural transit agencies may possess unique
qualities that could contribute to package delivery service (e.g., unique facilities/vehicles,
a specific market for package service, an advertising or marketing department). The
existence and impact of each unique quality that a transit agency can contribute to
package delivery service should be assessed.
Private partner analysis—The private package delivery partner should assess the rural
transit agency’s service area to document existing business in the area, perception of the
new opportunities this partnership could create, and other findings as relevant.

Private Package Delivery Companies
Private package delivery companies are integral to implementing rural, transit-based package
delivery service. These companies provide connectivity to package origins and destinations
beyond a rural transit agency’s service area.
Due to service models that are similar to rural transit agencies and service areas that overlap with
rural transit, intercity bus companies that offer package delivery service are the most likely type
of private package delivery company to partner with rural transit agencies to provide rural
package delivery. For example, Greyhound’s bus-based, package delivery service, GPX. Smaller
intercity bus companies also offer package delivery services and typically operate with
interlining agreements to transfer passengers and packages to other carriers and facilitate
through-trips.
Beyond providing similar services and operating in similar areas, intercity bus companies and
rural transit agencies may be able to benefit financially by partnering. The Federal Section 5311
funding program includes funding for passenger service coordination between transit agencies
and intercity bus companies; package service coordination further increases the chances that
rural transit agencies and private intercity bus companies might coordinate passenger service,
enabling the service providers to earn federal funding.
Other potential partners include UPS, FedEx, LSO, and other independent courier services. In
the future, as technology enables diverse business-models and consumers continue to demand
rapid service, it is likely that other companies and business models will enter the package
delivery market. For example, Amazon.com contracts with private drivers to deliver packages in
some key markets on the same day the order is placed (59). Additionally, Amazon.com is
launching an in-house freight service, with a planned fleet of 40 cargo jets, to more quickly and
reliably deliver packages to customers (60).
Service Agreement Structure
Service agreements for package delivery service document expectations and requirements for
transit agencies and private partners. Such agreements will include information about the amount
of reimbursement that a transit agency may receive for conducting package delivery activities
and limitations to the size, weight, and quantity of packages to be shipped via transit vehicles,
customer service protocols, operating guidance, and additional supporting materials. Appendix A
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presents a copy of the agreement that governs one of the pilot package delivery services, between
SWART and GPX.
Training
As with all changes to current transit service, the addition of package delivery service requires
staff training to ensure the transit agency can provide service as planned. For package delivery
service, transit agencies need to train staff and drivers about the processes involved in selling
service and tracking packages, package restrictions, and proper package handling and security
(both to prevent theft and shifting during transport). Training is likely to require two to four
hours of staff time and trainers should complete this task prior to service launch. In the future,
new employees tasked with any aspect of package delivery service should receive training
immediately. Appendix B presents training materials developed by SWART and GPX to train
SWART’s staff and drivers in the use of GPX ShipTrack software.
Infrastructure Requirements
Maintaining a secure environment for both passengers and packages is an important
consideration when implementing a package delivery program. Serving passengers is the primary
mission of a transit agency; package delivery service should not impact the needs and safety of
passengers. Passenger access to and from transit vehicles and facilities must be considered when
combining passenger and package services. Packages may need to be stored in secure locations
at transit stations or other designated facilities (in a locked room, or other similar secure
environment), secured while in transit, and secured at the final destination. Handling and storage
of packages may require additional employee training to ensure that the employees properly lift,
handle, store, transport, and deliver packages.
Scheduling/Routing/Planning
Transit agencies must schedule package delivery service to avoid negatively affecting passenger
service. A transit agency’s dispatching department can work with a private partner’s dispatch
center to coordinate package deliveries with existing scheduled trips. Under the current pilot
package delivery service, when selling service, GPX offers pickup and delivery windows
(instead of guaranteed times) so that scheduling is flexible and package delivery can be worked
in to existing passenger service. GPX’s central dispatch center will work with package recipients
to arrange a time-window for either delivery to the customer’s address or for pickup at
SWART’s facility and coordinate with SWART’s dispatch staff to schedule a vehicle to deliver
the package or to ensure that the facility will be open and available for the customer to pick up
the package.
POTENTIAL SERVICE MODELS AND EXAMPLE SERVICE PRICES
This section discusses the potential service models that a transit agent may adopt to provide
package delivery services and presents example pricing for package delivery services.
The service models used to provide package delivery service will vary depending on the transit
agency’s capacity for adding an additional service, the market for package delivery services, and
the availability of facility space that is available to house the service. While transit agencies may
partner with any package delivery provider (UPS, FedEx, GPX, and others), according to
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previous research and stated interest from intercity bus, it is likely that transit agencies will
experience the fewest challenges partnering with intercity bus package delivery providers such as
GPX.
Intercity bus operators have a long history with package delivery. GPX dominates the package
delivery segment of the intercity bus industry; regional operators offer package delivery service
within their service areas and transfer packages to GPX and other service providers to complete
package delivery routes through interlining agreements. GPX and regional intercity bus operators
participate as NBTA members and provide connecting service under interlining agreements that
allow passengers and packages to travel throughout the country by transferring between NBTA
member bus operators. NBTA is responsible for establishing and managing these agreements.
Part of NBTA’s role is to function as a clearinghouse for revenue generated by selling tickets and
providing package express services. The organization distributes revenue generated from ticket
sales and package delivery fees according to the percent of service provided by each member bus
operator involved in each transaction. As of 2012, NBTA distributed between its members
$180 million worth of revenue from transactions for passenger and package delivery service.
This section describes the three main service models that a transit agency might implement to
provide package delivery service (options are modifiable to suit the agency and do not represent
all options). This section also outlines which transit agencies and markets each service model is
appropriate for and documents the benefits and challenges associated with each option to identify
the considerations that a transit agency should assess when deciding which service model is right
for the agency and the community. Note: This section assumes that a transit agency will provide
package delivery service in coordination with an intercity bus partner. Service models specific to
coordination with companies such as UPS or FedEx may vary from these models.
Interlining Carrier without Local Delivery
The simplest service model for providing package delivery service is for a transit agency to act
as an intermediary package carrier as part of its agreement to provide interlining services to an
intercity bus partner (as outlined above). Under this model, the transit agency (when picking up
transfer passengers) would accept packages to transport as well. The packages transferred to the
transit agency’s vehicle are transferred again from the transit vehicle back to the intercity bus
company’s vehicle at a later transfer point. This type of service allows for packages to take the
most direct route possible; for example, the alternative to transferring a package to a transit
vehicle might require a longer overall trip for the package (because it has to go on the intercity
bus’s defined route instead of being able to take a shortcut via transit) and result in service that
takes longer. This model does not allow customers to pick up or drop off packages. Additionally,
this model does not require the transit agency to store packages or to accept payments for
shipments. Interlining service is provided in exchange for mileage reimbursements directly from
NBTA on behalf of the transit agency’s intercity bus partner. Table 10 outlines what types of
transit agencies might pursue the interlining carrier without local delivery service model and the
benefits and challenges associated with the model.
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Table 10. Interlining Carrier without Local Delivery Specifics.

Who’s it for?

Benefits

Challenges

• Small agencies with limited staff time.
• Agencies without secure package storage space.
• Agencies that want to avoid handling package delivery fees and processing
associated paperwork.
• Additional revenue generation from existing service.
• Simple and fast implementation.
• Does not require interaction with additional customers or separate customer
service staff.
• Potential to increase dwell time.
• Additional driver responsibility.

Pickup/Dropoff Facility
Acting as a pickup/dropoff location allows transit agencies to provide additional service options
for package delivery and increases the market potential of the agency’s package delivery service
because of the higher level of service that customers receive. Under this service model, transit
agencies will continue to provide interlining service for packages and providing space for
packages to be stored. Stored packages include those that are dropped off by customers (with
labels printed by the customer and paid for online) and packages that have arrived and are
awaiting customer pickup. This service model requires a transit employee to retrieve packages
for customers to pick up. The package delivery partner will typically have direct access to the
package storage area so that the transit agency is not required to assist with access or be available
to transfer packages. Table 11 outlines what types of transit agencies might pursue the
pickup/dropoff service model and the benefits and challenges associated with the model.
Table 11. Pickup/Dropoff Facility Specifics.

Who’s it for?
Benefits
Challenges

• Agencies that have available storage space.
• Agencies that have greater service demand.
• Agencies that can commit staff time to accept/retrieve customer packages.
• Potential for additional market-share.
• Opportunities for staff/customer interaction and outreach.
• Providing a dedicated space for package storage.
• Pickup/dropoff service requires additional staff time.

Complete Service
Transit agencies may decide to adopt a service model that offers complete service to customers.
This model includes everything discussed in the previous service model sections, as well as sales
of package delivery services and door-to-door pickup/delivery. Appendix A presents a complete
description of this service model, according to GPX.
Table 12 outlines what types of transit agencies might pursue the complete service model and the
benefits and challenges associated with the model.
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Table 12. Complete Service Specifics.

Who’s it for?

Benefits

Challenges

• Agencies with customer service centers (to facilitate sale of service).
• Agencies with excess facility space that can be converted to customer
service use.
• Agencies with high-demand for package delivery service.
• Highest potential revenue generation because of the additional level of
service offered.
• Greatest opportunity to expand access for the community.
• Requires additional staff time and training to ensure package delivery fees
are handled appropriately.
• Requires coordination of courier drivers (or third-party contractors) to
execute door-to-door services.

Service Pricing
If a transit agency operates package delivery service in coordination with a private package
delivery company, the private partner will determine service pricing. However, the transit agency
may also choose to develop separate local/regional package service that operates with a separate
price schedule. Pricing will vary by market and be determined by numerous market-specific
factors, such as demand, local cost of living, services required, and other variables.
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PILOT PROJECT
To determine the viability of the best practices and potential policies developed determined from
the information gathered from the state-of-the-practice scan, the questionnaire, knowledge of
existing package delivery services and the strategy for implementation and operation, researchers
coordinated with two rural Texas transit operators to implement a pilot package delivery service.
Researchers solicited transit agencies to participate in a pilot package delivery service in
collaboration with GPX. Eight rural transit agencies responded stating interest in participating,
and SWART and Concho Valley were selected to join the pilot because of each agency’s unique
service area and potential to generate meaningful lessons for the pilot. Researchers worked to
facilitate coordination between SWART, Concho Valley, and GPX to establish a service plan
and implement package service. This section documents the outcomes and lessons learned from
this pilot service.
This chapter documents the pilot project timeline, goals, objectives, and performance measures
developed for the pilot process, lessons learned, and an analysis of strengths, challenges,
opportunities, and threats.
PILOT PROJECT TIMELINE
The following sections describe the chronological order of the pilot project process.
September 2016
In September 2016, researchers worked with the private-sector package delivery partner to
establish minimum requirements for pilot partners, including documentation of the private
partner’s preferred markets. Additionally, the private partner reviewed the guidebook and
provided feedback. Also in September, researchers completed a pilot participant recruitment
questionnaire to be distributed to rural transit agencies.
October 2016
In October 2016, researchers distributed a questionnaire to all rural transit operators in Texas
seeking interest in pilot participation. In response to the questionnaire, eight rural transit
operators stated that they were interested in participating in the pilot, provided information about
how the agency would benefit from the opportunity, and described the transit agency’s unique
characteristics that would contribute to the success of the pilot. Also in October, researchers
developed a series of quantitative selection criteria to objectively determine which transit
operators will participate in the pilot, and began the process of reviewing and selecting
participating transit operators. Finally, in October, researchers presented a list of interested
operators to the director of TxDOT’s PTN for review and comment. Based on the meeting with
PTN, researchers determined that the pilot launch should be postponed until after January 1,
2017, to afford more in-depth review by the project sponsor/PTN and the project team.
The eight rural transit operators that that expressed interest in participating in the package
delivery pilot are listed below and presented on a map in Figure 20:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brazos Transit District.
Colorado Valley Transit District.
Concho Valley.
Fort Bend County Public Transportation Department.
Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council–Valley Metro.
REAL, Inc.
SWART District.
SPARTAN Public Transit.

Figure 20. Rural Transit Operators Interested in Pilot Participation.
November 2016
In November 2016, researchers met with the pilot’s private partner to review the list of transit
operators that are interested in participating in the pilot and discuss the strategy for moving
forward. Additionally, the project supervisor and some project team members met with PTN to
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discuss the list of interested agencies in detail, review strategies for making final pilot project
selections, and discuss how to work with FTA to ensure that the pilot concepts that are
developed in coordination with pilot participants (both the transit agency and the private partner)
are in line with FTA guidance.
Researchers selected two rural transit agencies in Texas (SWART and Concho Valley) to
implement a pilot last-mile package delivery service in coordination with GPX. According to this
experience, the process of implementing such service takes approximately three months. In this
time, the service agreement is negotiated and finalized, service protocols are developed, and
staffs receive training. This following sections present information in order of occurrence during
the implementation process—for example, a transit agency should identify service partners
before a service agreement is established.
January–March 2017
Researchers worked with the private package delivery company (GPX) and each transit agency
to initiate the process of establishing package delivery service beginning in January 2017. During
February and March, the pilot participants worked closely with GPX to plan service, negotiate
operating agreements, and implement training (including package handling, processing of
packages, and documentation of transactions/performance) for transit agency staff.
April 2017
In April 2017, SWART launched its package delivery service and began working with GPX to
market the service through signage, handouts distributed by transit operators, and a targeted
marketing campaign that included direct calls to possible clients (conducted by GPS marketing
staff). Figure 21 presents a screen capture showing available service from SWART.
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Figure 21. SWART Package Service Availability.
The process of launching the Concho Valley pilot package delivery service required additional
negotiation and planning to account for existing conditions and to ensure that service was
complimentary to GPX’s existing relationships in the region. The Concho Valley pilot was
supposed to begin operating in May, but the transit agency’s staff met with a TML insurance
representative and learned that TML could not insure package delivery service under existing
liability coverage or as an addendum. To avoid possible liability issues, Concho Valley opted to
delay service initiation until the staff could identify a solution for liability insurance.
GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND PERFORMANCE
Goals, objectives, and performance measures establish upfront expectations and guide future
decision-making. Researchers worked with pilot participants to develop goals, objectives, and
performance measures to guide the implementation and operation of the pilot package delivery
service.
Status—Goals and Objectives
Table 13 and Table 14 present the status of the goals and objectives (respectively) as well as a
discussion of the effort/outcomes associated with each. The pilots completed 50 percent of the
goals and 60 percent of the objectives during the performance period—January 1, 2017, through
May 31, 2017.
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Table 13. Status of Pilot Goals as of May 31, 2017.
Goals
Provide additional services to
customers.

Status as of
May 31, 2017
Complete

Increase non-program transit
revenues.

Initiated

Facilitate expansion of intercity
bus passenger service in rural
areas.

Initiated

Test the concept of last-mile
package delivery in the market.

Complete

Gather management/training/
operation information to inform
future package service expansion.

Complete

Contribute to economic
development within the transit
agencies service area.

Initiated

Total
Complete
Initiated

3
3 50%
3 50%
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Discussion
The pilots added to the service portfolios
of the rural transit agencies, providing a
new service to the transit agency’s
customers.
The pilots did not receive service requests
during the pilot period. During the
performance period, the pilots could not
increase non-program transit revenues.
Greyhound is interested in working with
pilot participants and other transit
agencies to increase service where
appropriate, citing rekindled interest from
the pilot project as the catalyst for such
conversations.
Two pilot package delivery services were
initiated. SWART reached full service
implementation and will offer package
delivery service until the end of the
project, at least (service began on April 1,
2017).
Researchers worked with the pilot
participants to document requirements for
managing, training, and operating
transit-based package delivery service.
The pilots did not receive service requests
during the pilot period. During the
performance period, the pilots could not
contribute to economic development.

Table 14. Status of Pilot Objective as of May 31, 2017.
Objectives
Coordinate with private sector
package delivery partners, such
as intercity bus companies, to
introduce package delivery
service options.
Operate package delivery service
under a fee-for-service model.
Document service impacts, staff
training requirements, and
lessons learned at regular
intervals to improve service and
facilitate goal achievement.
Document opportunities,
challenges, and performance for
monthly summary/
documentation.
Provide access to affordable
shipping services for local
businesses and residents and
foster opportunities for local
service providers to partner to
deliver packages.
Total
Complete
Initiated

Status as of
May 31, 2017
Complete

Discussion
Researchers worked with GPX and two rural
transit agencies to initiated pilot package
delivery service in two markets in Texas.
Service, operated by SWART in coordination
with GPX, launched in April 2017.
SWART offered service, beginning in April
2017, to customers throughout the transit
agency’s service area.
The pilots did not service requests during the
pilot period. During the performance period,
the pilots could not document service impacts,
training requirement, or lessons learned.

Complete

Initiated

Initiated

The pilots did not service requests during the
pilot period. During the performance period,
the pilots could not document opportunities,
challenges, or monthly performance.
SWART offered service, beginning in April
2017, to customers throughout the transit
agency’s service area.

Complete

5
3 60%
2 40%

Performance Outcomes
Working with pilot participants, researchers developed a series of performance metrics, as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of packages and shipments per day.
Revenue from package service per month.
Revenue miles and hours completed with package on-board.
Portion of passenger capacity used for package service compared to total passenger
capacity for vehicles that provided package service.
Non-passenger miles and hours that result from package service.
Operating cost associated with package services.
Staff time required per week for package services.
Transit referrals/conversions.
Package size.
Customer feedback.
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During the pilot period, the pilot participants had access to an online tool to document these
performance statistics. Because neither participant received a request for package delivery
service during the performance period and there was no performance to track, the pilot
participants did not need to use the tool. For reference, the following link provides access to a
test version of the performance tracking tool: http://sgiz.mobi/s3/Last-Mile-Package-DeliveryMonthly-Reporting/. This tool provided a destination for pilot participants to submit narrative
responses to nine feedback prompts (presented in the following list) and submit performance
tracking spreadsheets (example presented in Figure 22):
Performance Tracking Response Prompts
1. Please provide any necessary documentation/discussion related to your tracking
spreadsheet.
2. Benefits and challenges.
3. Service impacts.
4. Staff training and feedback.
5. Opportunities and performance.
6. Requests for additional passenger service as a result of package service.
7. Package size/weight including thoughts/lessons on storage in the vehicle, securing
packages, passenger comfort/capacity/safety.
8. Customer feedback.
9. Lessons learned and changes for next month.
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Figure 22. Data Reporting Spreadsheet.
LESSONS LEARNED
Throughout the performance period, researchers discussed the status of the pilots and
documented the ongoing lessons learned from both the transit agency and GPX perspectives.
Finally, researchers met with each pilot participant to discuss project outcomes and lessons
learned. This section outlines the lesson learned from the pilot package delivery service
implementation according to three broad themes—communication/education, marketing, and
operations.
Communication/Education
Package delivery service is logistically challenging for companies that are dedicated to such
service. Adding this type of service to a transit agency’s existing operations introduces an
additional level of challenge. As such, communication and education are key to a successful
transit-based package delivery service. Communication/education lessons include:
•

Communication between the transit agency and the private package delivery company
should be thorough and frequent to plan and coordinate service and handle day-to-day
operational challenges.
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•

•

Developing a shared understanding of what each party’s roles and responsibilities are
beyond package delivery service is key to eliminating confusion or miscommunication
during service implementation. Some considerations include:
o The mission of each service partner.
o Terminology that is unique to each industry (rural transit and package delivery).
o Limitations of the partners as related to package service.
Peer mentors are invaluable for transit agencies that are new to a service type, including
package delivery. For example, pilot participants relied on information from peer transit
agencies in Texas with similar experience to gain understanding of how to incorporate
the logistics of package service within their current service portfolios.

Marketing
New service options benefit from marketing. GPX and SWART worked together to market the
package service to customers via multiple media including handouts and signage provided by
GPX, direct-call marketing by GPX sales members, and direct-to-customer information provided
by drivers and SWART customer service staff. Additionally, SWART staff attended meetings
with local business stakeholders to share information about the new service. Despite the
significant marketing push, SWART did not receive requests for package service during the
performance period. Marketing lessons include:
•

•

•

Marketing is a key component of a new service and something that must be approached
according to the needs of the area. For example, SWART customers and stakeholders like
to meet the person providing the service and get a face-to-face understanding of who is
behind the scenes.
Teaching customers about how to purchase service and what service is available is an
ongoing requirement. According to SWART, some potential customers lack
knowledge/experience related to online purchasing of package delivery service. Instead,
SWART has learned that customers want to work with a person and purchase service
directly. Without this option, often the customers opt out of a specific service.
A visible service presence can positively affect marketing outcomes. According to
SWART’s experience, people recognize that intercity bus service carries packages. Due
to Greyhound’s current location in SWART’s service area (outside of town near the
freeway), customers do not regularly see Greyhound and do not know the company is
operating in the area. Therefore, the customers do not pursue package delivery service.

Operations
New services often require time to grow and attract customers. Additionally, new service
requires insurance to operate. Operations lesson include:
•
•

Due to the uncommon nature of package delivery service, from the perspective of
traditional transit-focused insurers, insurance coverage for this type of service should be
identified ahead of other operational variables.
The pilot period was not long enough to allow the new package delivery service to
become established and to attract customers. The outcomes are likely to be different
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given additional time. For example, SWART has learned from prior experience that new
service in that area can take one to two years to become established.
STRENGTHS, CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND THREATS ANALYSIS
Analyzing the SCOT associated with an undertaking provides a quick understanding of the
project’s successes and areas of needed improvement. SCOT outcomes present factors that are
internal to a project or organization as strengths and challenges. Internal factors may include
human and physical resources, budget, practices, and/or previous experience. External factors are
labeled as opportunities and threats and may include elements out of direct control, market
conditions, demographics, funding, environment, and/or legislation/policy. Categorizing factors
as internal and external helps to direct the analysis (e.g., “Is this positive outcome a result of
internal or external forces?”) and allows strategic use of the findings (e.g., “In the future, this
project needs to hire staff with more directly related skills”).
Table 15 documents the factors identified as either strengths, challenges, opportunities, or
threats, and Figure 23 displays the balance of strengths and opportunities compared to challenges
and threats. Strengths and opportunities, together, represent positive contributions or outcomes.
Challenges and threats represent future considerations.
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Table 15. SCOT Analysis – Pilot Package Delivery Service.

Strengths
Low cost of entry
• Service uses existing transit vehicles, drivers,
and dispatchers.
• Technology requirements are limited to
desktop computers and, optionally, tablets.
Service diversity
• Package delivery service provides customers
with additional connections to their home
regions, the state, and nation.
• Transit agencies gain experience operating
innovative service and thinking outside the
box, which could contribute to future transit
service innovation.
Opportunities
Economic development
• Package service has the potential to facilitate
low-cost shipping for local businesses and
generate demand for secondary
service-sector businesses such as couriers.
Buy-in from TxDOT and stakeholders
• TxDOT and stakeholders throughout Texas
signaled support for this type of service
during workshops and through the project
period.

Challenges
Low demand for service
• During the performance period, the pilots
did not receive requests for service. Without
demand, the service cannot be successful.
Insurance requirements
• Liability insurance that covers package
delivery activities is required for transit
agencies to accept the additional risk
associated with a new service. During the
performance period, the transit agencies
were unable to obtain adequate insurance.
Threats
Appearance of limited profitability
• Because the pilots did not receive service
requests, it could appear as though the
service concept may not be profitable. Given
a longer performance period, it is likely that
demand and profitability would increase.

External
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Future Considerations

Positive Contributions/Outcomes

Internal

Strengths &
Opportunities

Challenges &
Threats

Figure 23. Balance of SCOT Findings.
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GUIDEBOOK
This research effort resulted in a guidebook designed to inform rural transit operators of how to
implement a package delivery service using information and input gathered from the state-of-the
practice scan, the fact-finding questionnaire, and stakeholder workshops. The guidebook
summarizes the fiscal, coordination, and transportation impacts of rural transit package delivery
service and provides elements for consideration in developing and implementing package
delivery service using rural transit services.
The guidebook includes the following sections, outlined in more detail below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review of the state of the practice.
Opportunities for services and markets.
Challenges associated with service provision.
Potential service models and example service pricing.
Documentation of pilot package delivery service outcomes and lessons learned.
Appendices.

The guidebook provides public transit agencies in rural Texas communities with the information
necessary to implement a package delivery service in coordination with a private package
delivery partner. The following section briefly describes each chapter in the Guidebook. The full
guidebook is available here: http://tti.tamu.edu/documents/0-6891-P3.pdf.
Chapter 1 introduces the guidebook, describes its purpose, describes the opportunity to provide
package delivery via rural transit, and documents findings from previous phases of research.
Users learn more about coordinating package delivery service between private package delivery
providers and rural public transit operators. This research project will develop an understanding
of opportunities to address current gaps in existing package delivery service by coordinating the
network of intercity bus carriers and rural transit agencies in Texas.
Chapter 2 reviews the current package delivery industry and describes the needs that rural transit
agencies might be able to fill by providing service. This chapter reviews the state of the practice
of package delivery, including the challenges associated with package delivery in rural areas and
the increased costs to deliver packages, and describes existing examples of rural package
delivery partnerships.
Chapter 3 outlines the opportunities for service provision in more detail and highlights specific
market segments for rural transit agencies to pursue. This chapter describes the impact the
growing e-commerce industry has on package volume, service span of rural transit agency,
community connections needed for a successful package delivery program, and potential markets
for rural transit package delivery services.
Chapter 4 documents the challenges that may arise when implementing rural transit package
delivery services. This chapter describes the challenges faced by rural transit agencies that
provide or facilitate package delivery service. These agencies may be challenged by regulations,
operational requirements, fiscal constraints, public and agency perception, marketing, transit
service commitments, and service area size. In Texas, the size of rural transit agencies range
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from compact areas like El Paso County and South Padre Island to the expansive area covered by
West Texas Opportunities and Brazos Transit District. Rural transit agencies operate in all
counties with the exception of Newton and Chambers Counties in southeast Texas.
Chapter 5 provides examples of possible service models and documents current package delivery
pricing models used by other entities. This chapter discusses the potential service models that a
transit agency may adopt to provide package delivery services and presents example pricing for
package delivery services.
Chapter 6 documents the outcomes and lessons learned generated by two pilot package delivery
services implemented using guidance from previous chapters.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
Texas’ network of rural transit agencies and intercity bus carriers may effectively bridge the lastmile gap in package shipping from the freight drop point to the final destination by providing lastmile package delivery services in exchange for a service fee. This research project investigated
current gaps in existing package delivery service through several tasks over the course of two
years.
Researchers established a baseline understanding of package delivery services in the United
States and provided a better understanding of the opportunity for rural transit agencies to
participate in freight delivery as a last-mile solution through a scan of the historic and current
state of the practice. Information gathered from stakeholders through a fact-finding questionnaire
revealed the motivating factors, keys to successful delivery programs, and the perceived benefits
and challenges associated with such programs. Researchers facilitated a series of stakeholder
workshops to capture rural transit agency and private intercity bus carrier perspectives on using
public transit to facilitate last-mile package delivery in rural areas. The research resulted in a
guidebook to aid TxDOT and its partners and stakeholders in how to best identify and implement
these mobility programs.
There is not a one-size-fits-all way to implement package delivery in rural areas. The type of
package delivery service (direct to the door, central pickup locations, pass-through packages,
etc.) is dependent upon local/regional markets and the size/capacity of the local partner. The
diversity of potential markets is substantial.
To implement last-mile package delivery service via rural transit, transit agencies should
implement goals, objectives, and performance measures to guide decisions. After establishing
expectations, a transit agency should identify a private partner, establish a formal agreement to
coordinate service, and ensure the agency is protected from liability. After implementing a
service agreement, transit agencies should train staff in the new service procedures, identify
space to store/secure packages, and implement a process for scheduling package service.
When transit agencies implement last-mile package delivery service in partnership with private
package delivery companies the transit agencies have the chance to increase revenues while
providing additional services for the local community. In the same agreements, private package
delivery partners receive increased exposure in new/underserved markets and have the
opportunity to increase package delivery revenue. If such partnerships are between a rural transit
agency and an intercity bus operator that provides package delivery service, both partners have
the opportunity to increase ridership by offering transfers for passenger service customers.
Transit agencies should also consider the opportunities and challenges that exist when
implementing a package delivery service. For example, the low cost of entry with a private
package carrier, the service diversity potential, the opportunity for economic development and
potential buy-in from stakeholders present transit agencies with many potential strengths and
opportunities when adding a package delivery program to their existing service. However,
possible low demand for service, insurance requirements, and potentially limited profitability
may pose challenges to transit agencies.
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Although package delivery offers the potential for additional revenue for rural transit agencies, it
is a secondary benefit. Package delivery can offer rural transit agencies the opportunity to
provide an additional service to their customers beyond the agency’s service area and improve
rural residents’ accessibility to goods and services. It can also provide additional service points
for customers to access private carriers. Support from state and federal agencies is key to
ensuring successful programs. Funding partners (FTA, TxDOT, MPOs, and others) may need to
develop an understanding of this concept to ensure that such programs are executed in the same
way throughout Texas.
Based on the research outcomes and challenges associated with the pilot package delivery
service, researchers developed a series of potential future research and technical assistance
opportunities. Table 16 presents these potential opportunities.
Table 16. Future Opportunities.
Market Analysis and Feasibility
Document Insurance
Availability, Requirements, and
Risk Profiles
Technical Assistance for an
Alternative Service Working
Group

Promote in-depth market research in areas throughout Texas to
document potential for transit-based package delivery service and
coordination between transit agencies and intercity bus providers.
Review the options to insure transit-based package delivery service, the
requirements set forth by insurers and legislation, and produce risk
profiles that identify the perceived risk of different example service
types.
Coordinate and facilitate a working group to enable information sharing
between transit agencies in Texas that are implementing alternative
service types (including but not limited to package delivery).
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APPENDIX A. RURAL TRANSIT DISTRICT POLL
Appendix A contains the questions used in the rural transit district poll.

Poll—Transit Package/Freight Delivery for Match $s
Thank you for taking 2–4 minutes out of your day to take our poll!
Please note that Question 1 is required, all others are optional.
Have a question?
Contact Jonathan Brooks at Texas A&M Transportation Institute at j-brooks@tti.tamu.edu or (713) 613-9206.

[All respondents]
1) Does [Agency] have any experience with delivery services, such as meals-on-wheels,
package delivery, freight haul (past or present)? *
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Unsure
[Hidden unless #1 “yes”]
2) Check which types of delivery services [Agency] is involved in, or was in the past?
Select all that apply.
[ ] Meals-on-wheels
[ ] Package delivery
[ ] Freight haul
[ ] Other (please describe): _________________________________________________
[Hidden unless #2 “package delivery” or “freight haul”]
3) Please briefly describe the nature of [Agency]'s involvement in package delivery/freight
haul:
____________________________________________
[Hidden unless #2 “package delivery” or “freight haul”]
4) What motivated [Agency] to get involved in package delivery/freight haul?
____________________________________________
[Hidden unless #2 “package delivery” or “freight haul” or “meals-on-wheels”]
5) About how much revenue do the following generate for [Agency] each year, if
applicable?
Meals-on-wheels: _________________________________________________
Package delivery: _________________________________________________
Freight haul: _________________________________________________
[Hidden unless #2 “package delivery” or “freight haul”]
6) In [Agency]'s experience, what are keys to success for package delivery/freight haul
coordination?
____________________________________________
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[Hidden unless #1 “no” or “unsure”]
7) Has [Agency] ever considered, or been approached about, generating local match
revenue by delivering packages or freight?
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Unsure
[Hidden unless #1 “no” or “unsure” and #7 “yes”]
8) Any particular reason(s) the idea/conversation did not result in [Agency] participating
the delivery service?
____________________________________________
[Hidden unless #1 “no” or “unsure”]
Consider the idea for a moment: imagine [Agency] coordinates package/freight delivery and
passenger trips/routes remain at their existing high-level of customer service.
9) What minimum level of revenue would make the endeavor interesting and worthwhile to
[Agency]?
( ) About $5,000 each year
( ) About $10,000 each year
( ) About $25,000 each year
( ) About $50,000 or more each year
[All respondents]
10) We will hold four workshops around Texas later this spring. Workshops will be about
package delivery partnerships between private companies and rural transit districts.
Is [Agency] interested in participating?
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Unsure
[All respondents]
11) Please share any final insight or comments about rural transit involvement in
package/freight delivery:
____________________________________________

Thank You!
Thank you for completing the poll on behalf of [Agency]. Findings will be documented in a
technical memo and shared during the workshops later this spring.
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APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
Appendix B contains supplemental information provided at each workshop, the presentation
delivered at the workshops, the SCOT analysis worksheet, and the information form that
agencies were asked to complete if interested in participating in the pilot program.
WORKSHOP SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Workshop facilitators provided participants with supporting information on FTA programs,
rules, and reporting requirements; intercity bus package express; rural transit; and rural transit in
Texas. The following sections describe the information presented.
FTA Programs, Rules, and Reporting Requirements
TxDOT is the authorized agency for administering assistance through Title 49 USC Section 5311
other than urbanized area transit funding programs. FTA is responsible for national
implementation of these funding programs and provides program guidance in the circulars,
which describe the intent of the programs and explain funding requirements.
FTA defines the Section 5311 program goals in Circular 9040.1G to support public
transportation in rural areas with populations less than 50,000, where many residents often rely
on public transit to reach their destinations (61). Title 49 USC Section 5311(f) requires the state
to spend not less than 15 percent of the annual 5311 funding to develop and support intercity bus
transportation, unless the governor certifies to the U.S. Secretary of Transportation that the
intercity bus service needs of the state are being met.
Section 5311(f) Intercity Bus Program
Rural transit agencies and intercity bus carriers may have opportunities to coordinate service and
leverage funding through the Section 5311(f) Intercity Bus Program. Section 5311(f) Intercity
Bus Program supports the connection between rural areas and larger regional or national systems
of intercity bus service. TxDOT sets aside 15 percent of its annual Section 5311 program funding
for intercity bus purposes. The Section 5311(f) intercity bus program goals include the following
(61):
•
•
•

Implement meaningful scheduled transport connections between rural and urban areas
with the national intercity transportation network.
Support operating services to meet the intercity travel needs of residents in rural and
small urban areas.
Sustain the infrastructure of the state’s intercity bus network through capital investments
in facilities, vehicles, equipment, planning, and marketing.

Intercity Bus Definition
Connection to the national network of intercity bus service is an important goal of Section
5311(f), and services funded must make meaningful connections wherever feasible. Intercity bus
projects may include package express service, if it is incidental to passenger transportation. The
definition of intercity bus does not include commuter service (service designed primarily to
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provide daily work trips within the local commuting area). Commuter service is excluded
because it is considered a local public transportation service, eligible for assistance under
Section 5311 but not counting toward the required percentage for Section 5311(f). Intercity
service is not limited by the size of the vehicle used or by the identity of the carrier. Service that
provides extensive circulation within a region is not considered intercity service. Similarly,
service that only incidentally stops at an intercity bus facility among other destinations within the
city at either end of a route that covers a long distance, without regard to scheduled connections,
is eligible for Section 5311 assistance as public transportation but is not an intercity feeder
service.
Intercity bus service can be defined as “regularly scheduled bus service for the general public
that operates with limited stops over fixed routes connecting two or more urban areas not in close
proximity, that has the capacity for transporting baggage carried by passengers, and that makes
meaningful connections with scheduled intercity bus service to more distant points, if such
service is available.” See FTA Circular 9040.1F for more information. The key components of
intercity bus include scheduled general public bus service that:
•
•
•

Operates with limited stops over fixed routes connecting two or more urban areas not in
close proximity.
Has the capacity to carry passenger baggage.
Makes meaningful connections with scheduled intercity bus service to points outside the
service area.

Feeder service to intercity bus is eligible; however, commuter service is excluded.
Participation of Private Companies Encouraged
FTA encourages the participation of private companies that provide public transportation to the
maximum extent feasible in this and other FTA programs. Among the various types of projects
in which private intercity bus operators may wish to participate are improvements to existing
intercity terminal facilities for rural passengers; modifications to transit facilities to facilitate
shared use by intercity bus, intercity rail, and rural transit operators; operating assistance to
support specific intercity route segments; and applications of intelligent transportation system
technology for coordinated information and scheduling.
In-Kind Match Opportunity
Section 5311(g)(3)(D) notes that in the case of an intercity bus project that includes both feeder
service and an unsubsidized segment of intercity bus service to which the feeder service
connects, the local match “may be derived from the costs of a private operator for the
unsubsidized segment of intercity bus service as an in-kind match for the operating costs of
connecting rural intercity bus feeder service funded under 5311(f).” The unsubsidized private
operator costs can be used as the local match only “if the private operator agrees in writing to the
use of the costs of the private operator for the unsubsidized segment of intercity bus service as an
in-kind match.”
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FTA 5010.D Grant Management: Incidental Use and Joint Development
The purpose of Section 5311 assistance is the provision of public transportation services, and
FTA encourages maximum feasible coordination with other rural transportation services. FTA
policy and the Federal Interagency Coordinating Council on Access and Mobility policy on
vehicle resource sharing allow vehicles to be used for purposes other than those specified in the
original award on an incidental basis.
A rural transit provider may use a Section 5311 vehicle for non-passenger transportation on an
occasional or regular basis, such as package delivery, if this incidental use does not result in a
reduction of service quality or availability of public transportation service. The incidental use
policy does not preclude the recipient’s use of Section 5311 assistance to support the
transportation of passengers by a private provider that is not primarily engaged in passenger
transportation. For example, a recipient may use Section 5311 funds to support a contract mail
carrier that incidentally provides intercity passenger transportation if the carrier has appropriate
regulatory authority to carry passengers. Section 5311 funds may only be used to subsidize the
passenger transportation services of the mail carrier.
A rural transit provider may design its Section 5311 funded services to maximize use by
members of the general public who are transportation disadvantaged. Transportationdisadvantaged people include seniors, people with disabilities, and low-income individuals.
Transit service providers receiving assistance under Section 5310 or Section 5311 may
coordinate and assist in providing meal delivery service for homebound people on a regular basis
if the meal delivery services do not conflict with the provision of transit services or result in a
reduction of service to transit passengers. FTA expects that the nutrition program will pay the
operating costs attributable to meal delivery. Section 5311 capital assistance may not be used to
purchase vehicles used solely for meal delivery or to purchase specialized equipment such as
racks or heating or refrigeration units related to meal delivery.
FTA National Transit Database
Congress established the NTD to be the nation’s primary source for information and statistics on
the transit systems of the United States. Statute requires that recipients or beneficiaries of grants
from FTA under the Urbanized Area Formula Program (Section 5307) or Other Than Urbanized
Area (Rural) Formula Program (Section 5311) submit data to the NTD. Each year, NTD
performance data are used to apportion over $5 billion of FTA funds to transit agencies
in urbanized areas. FTA submits annual NTD reports to Congress summarizing transit service
and safety data.
Revenues collected from package delivery are considered “other transportation revenue” and are
defined as revenues from non-public transportation revenue. Reporters do not report
non-operating data (hours, miles, passengers related to non-public transportation activities), but
do report operating and expense data when the vehicle is in public transportation revenue
service. Revenue service is when providing public transportation and is available to carry
passengers. Packages cannot be counted as a passenger trip.
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Intercity Bus Package Express Overview
Since the 1940s, package express has been an integral part of intercity bus service. Intercity bus
carriers could guarantee same-day service to many locations due to the frequency of routes.
Today, although there are fewer routes, the system still exists. Intercity bus carriers added 100
new routes in 2014 with some funding from the 5311(f) Intercity Bus Program. This expansion
led to a 2.1 percent increase in daily schedule operation. This service increase helped serve rural
areas and increased the availability of routes for package delivery in more places in the United
States. Figure 24 illustrates the intercity bus and rail network in the United States.

Source: (62)
Figure 24. Bus and Rail Network in the United States.
New technology for package delivery on intercity bus carriers is expanding. Motorcoaches are
tracked by GPS, and bus-side scanning is becoming more common. Scanning and tracking
packages at bus stations is also available. Software linking each piece and partner of the package
delivery process is available and widely used. Often, this software is provided to partner agencies
through NBTA and interline agreements. These interline agreements allow a passenger to ride
multiple bus lines but only purchase one ticket. The same can be applied to package delivery
when proper partnerships are in place.
Rural Transit Overview
Rural public transportation in Texas is provided by RTDs created according to Texas
Transportation Code Chapter 458. An RTD is a subdivision of the state that provides and
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coordinates rural public transportation in its territory. The earliest RTDs began operations in
1980. As Figure 25 illustrates, in April 2016, there were 37 RTDs.
Texas is the largest federally funded rural transit program in the country. Texas collaborates with
37 RTDs to provide an integrated, seamless network of critical mobility services supported with
essential fleet, operating, maintenance, and passenger facility investments.

Figure 25. Map of RTDs in Texas.
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Rural Texas
Texas has the largest rural population in the United States:
•
•

5,766,741 in 2000.
6,197,604 in 2010.

Texas’s rural population increased 7.5 percent from 2000 to 2010. This population growth takes
into account that urbanized land area increased 32 percent and urbanized population increased
26 percent. The average population density in RTDs was 24 persons per square mile in 2010—
indicating very low-density, dispersed populations.
Rural transit in Texas will become even more important by 2035, according to demographic
trends. The State Demographer’s Office generated projections that indicate the following among
statewide trends:
•

•
•

Aging. As the Baby Boomers continue aging and longevity increases, the percentage of
the population that is age 65 or over is expected to grow nearly 300 percent over the next
30 years. This growth will likely also lead to a large increase in the numbers of people
with physical or cognitive conditions that preclude them from driving.
Rural retirement. Projections indicate that as people retire, they are expected to leave the
large urban centers and settle in the rural areas of the state.
Rural population and density. Although the total rural population in Texas is increasing
because counties near metropolitan areas and along the border are growing rapidly, the
percentage of the state’s population residing in rural areas is expected to decrease over
time. In counties in West Texas, the Panhandle, and some counties south of San Antonio,
population is declining, and migration of seniors is not expected to increase the density of
population in rural areas.

Texas Rural Transit
RTDs operate various transportation services. Detailed profiles of Texas’s transit districts can be
found at http://tti.tamu.edu/group/transit-mobility/resources/profiles/. Public transportation
agencies have an obligation to coordinate services with the development of regional service
plans. Texas regional service plans can be found at the Regional Service Planning website:
www.regionalserviceplanning.org.
In 2015, RTDs in Texas spent $108 million to provide 36.4 million vehicle miles of service using
a fleet of 1,800 vehicles to carry 6.1 million passengers in rural service. This vast, coordinated
infrastructure of service and facilities provides a basic mobility network that supports and creates
ladders of opportunity for many diverse trip purposes: 23 percent travel for work, 12 percent
travel for education/training, 24 percent travel for shopping/personal business, 36 percent travel
for health care, and 5 percent travel for other purposes.
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Funding
RTDs receive federal Section 5311 non-urbanized area (rural) transit program formula funding
for support of public transportation in rural areas with a population of less than 50,000. In
addition to federal funding, RTDs receive state and local funds for rural transit including contract
funds and county and municipal government funds. In Texas, the state distributes Section 5311
funds in the following manner and order:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Intercity bus allocation—unless the intercity bus service needs are being adequately met,
TxDOT will allocate not less than 15 percent of the annual Section 5311 federal
apportionment for the development and support of intercity bus transportation.
Administration—TxDOT may use up to 15 percent of the annual federal apportionment
to defray expenses incurred for administration.
Needs and performance formula allocation (Texas Transit Funding Formula)—an amount
not to exceed $20,104,352 after administration and intercity bus amounts are distributed
is allocated based on needs and performance.
Discretionary allocation—if the amount of the Section 5311 federal apportionments
exceeds the $20,104,352 maximum amount, a part of that excess not to exceed 10 percent
will be available to the commission for award at any time during the fiscal year on a pro
rata basis, competitively, or a combination of both. Consideration for the award of these
additional discretionary funds may include, but is not limited to, coordination and
technical support activities, compensation for unforeseen funding anomalies, assistance
with eliminating waste and ensuring efficiency, maximum coverage in the provision of
public transportation services, adjustments for reduction in purchasing power, and
reductions in air pollution.
Vehicle revenue mile formula allocation—any amount of the annual Section 5311 federal
apportionment that is not otherwise allocated will be allocated to non-urbanized areas
based on the proportion of vehicle revenue miles for that non-urbanized area to the total
vehicle revenue miles for all non-urbanized areas.
Adjustments to allocation—adjustments are determined in the case of a change due to a
transit district’s service area or declaration of a previously designated urbanized area as
non-urbanized.
Application and contract—new subrecipients may receive funds by completing and
complying with all application requirements, rules, and regulations applicable to the
Section 5311 program.
Each state must spend no less than 15 percent of its apportionment for the development
and support of intercity bus transportation, unless the state certifies, after consultation
with affected intercity bus service providers, that the intercity bus service needs of the
state are being adequately met. FTA also encourages consultation with other
stakeholders, such as communities affected by the loss of intercity service.

A state may use not more than 15 percent of its apportioned Section 5311 funds, including funds
apportioned under Section 5340 but not the Rural Transit Assistance Program allocation, to
administer the Section 5311 program and to provide technical assistance to subrecipients.
The federal share for capital assistance is 80 percent and the federal share for operating
assistance is 50 percent of net operating expenses. Net operating expenses are those expenses
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that remain after a transit provider subtracts operating revenues from eligible operating expenses.
States may further define what constitutes operating revenues, but at a minimum, operating
revenues must include farebox revenues. Some projects—to meet the requirements of the
Americans with Disabilities Act, the Clean Air Act, or bicycle access projects—may be funded
at 90 percent federal contribution. State or local funding sources may provide the local share.
Transit Service
RTDs typically operate majority demand-response (DR) service and some fixed-route (FR)
service depending on transportation markets. DR services operate door-to-door service. FR
services run along a pre-established route and stop at pre-established stops pursuant to a
published schedule. In rural settings, these fixed-route services are often commuter or express
services and may require that customers drive/ride to a fixed stop each morning to catch a nonstop ride to their work location. In some cases, drivers are allowed to deviate from the route
slightly to pick up or drop off passengers, a practice often termed flex routing.
Along with diversity of service type, rural districts vary significantly in other respects. The
geographic extent of districts ranges from compact areas like El Paso County and South Padre
Island to the expansive area covered by West Texas Opportunities to the west and Brazos Transit
District to the east. RTDs operate in all counties with the exception of Newton and Chambers
Counties in southeast Texas (see Figure 25).
A number of Texas RTDs connect with intercity bus carriers. Texas RTDs that have interlining
agreements with intercity bus carriers include CARTS, Texarkana Council of Governments, The
Hop (Killeen/ Temple area), and SWART. Many intercity bus companies do not operate routes
through the most rural areas of Texas. The connections that RTDs provide will become even
more critical for providing access to rural communities.
Vehicle Types
The majority of transit vehicles that serve rural areas can be classified as minibuses. Texas transit
agencies that receive both rural transit funding and urban transit funding operate a mix of rural
and urban transit service with about 1200 vehicles in 2015. The fleet mix of the rural/urban
transit districts that receive rural and urban transit funding includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•

61 percent of vehicles are classified as minibuses.
21 percent are standard buses.
12 percent are sedans/minivans.
5 percent are 15-passenger vans.
1 percent are specialty vehicles such as trolleys (see Figure 26).
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Figure 26. Rural Transit Vehicle Types.
The following fleet type descriptions are provided by fleet category and are consistent with the
NTD descriptions:
•

•

•

Sedan, minivans, and sports utility vehicles (SUVs):
o An automobile is a passenger car up to and including station wagons in size.
o Typical minivans are Dodge Caravans or Honda Odysseys. A minivan is a light-duty
vehicle having a typical seating capacity of up to seven passengers plus a driver. A
minivan is smaller, lower, and more streamlined than a full-sized van, but it is
typically taller and has a higher floor than a passenger car. Minivans normally cannot
accommodate standing passengers.
o An SUV is a high-performance four-wheel drive car built on a truck chassis. It is a
passenger vehicle that combines the towing capacity of a pickup truck with the
passenger-carrying space of a minivan or station wagon. Most SUVs are designed
with a roughly square cross-section, an engine compartment, a combined passenger
and cargo compartment, and no dedicated trunk. Most mid-size and full-size SUVs
have three rows of seats with a cargo area directly behind the last row of seats.
Compact SUVs and mini SUVs may have five or fewer seats.
Passenger vans—Typical vans are Ford E-Series or Dodge Ram vans. A van is an
enclosed vehicle having a typical seating capacity of eight to 18 passengers and a driver.
A van is typically taller and with a higher floor than a passenger car, such as a hatchback
or station wagon. Vans normally cannot accommodate standing passengers.
Minibuses—A cutaway transit vehicle is built on a van or truck chassis by a second stage
manufacturer. The chassis is purchased by the body builder, a framework is built for the
body, and then the body is finished for a complete vehicle. For example, a truck chassis
may be used as the base for a small transit bus.
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•

•

•

Standard buses:
o A bus is a rubber-tired passenger vehicle powered by diesel, gasoline, battery or
alternative fuel engines contained within the vehicle. Vehicles in this category do not
include school buses or cutaways.
o A school bus is a passenger vehicle that is designed to carry more than 10 passengers
in addition to the driver. School buses are used primarily for transporting pre-primary,
primary, or secondary school students either to school from home or from school to
home.
Specialty vehicles:
o Ferryboats are vessels for carrying passengers or vehicles over a body of water. The
vessels are generally steam- or diesel-powered conventional ferry vessels. They may
also be hovercraft, hydrofoil, and other high-speed vessels.
o Trolley bus is an electric rubber-tired passenger vehicle, manually steered. Vehicles
are propelled by a motor drawing current through overhead wires via trolleys, from a
central power source not onboard the vehicle.
Fleet types not in rural transit service:
o An over-the-road bus is a bus characterized by an elevated passenger deck located
over a baggage compartment.
o Articulated buses are extra-long (54 ft to 60 ft) buses with two connected passenger
compartments. The rear body section is connected to the main body by a joint
mechanism that allows the vehicles to bend when in operation for sharp turns and
curves and yet have a continuous interior.

Span of Service
RTDs’ average span of service is from about 5:30 a.m. to 7:15 p.m. (see Table 17). A little over
50 percent of RTDs operate service on Saturdays, and about 10 to 15 percent operate service on
Sundays. For specific RTDs’ hours, see Transit Profiles at http://tti.tamu.edu/group/transitmobility/resources/profiles/.
Table 17. Rural Transit Average Span of Service.
Mon–Fri,
Service
Begins

Mon–Fri,
Service
Ends

% with Saturday
Service

% with
Sunday
Service

Mixed Urban/Rural

5:30 AM

7:23 PM

56%

11%

RTD

5:46 AM

7:05 PM

52%

14%

Of Texas’s 254 counties, only one county (Newton County) does not have rural transit service. A
little over 50 percent of rural transit agencies operate service on Saturdays, and about 10 to
15 percent operate on Sundays, on average. For specific rural transit agencies, see Transit
Profiles: http://tti.tamu.edu/group/transit-mobility/resources/profiles/.
Rural transit agencies serve the general public and provide an important mobility option to
transportation-disadvantaged people (such as senior citizens and people with disabilities) via
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demand-response or flexible-route services. Transit vehicles visit local residential areas often to
transport riders. Transit centers typically have professional staff on duty for transit customer
services and have the potential to serve as a package pickup and/or dropoff center if the transit
staff receives proper training.
Extending the Reach of Intercity Bus Carrier Package Delivery Services
Intercity bus carriers advertise the ability to transport packages as part of their regularly
scheduled passenger services. Often with operations located at intermodal terminals that consist
of rural transit providers, the opportunity exists for intercity bus operators to partner with rural
providers to deliver packages to their final destination. These final destinations are at commercial
businesses and individual customers. The commercial businesses are viewed by intercity bus
operators as good customers because they generally ship goods regularly and do not require ondemand delivery services. Largely in relation to individual customers, the growth in e-commerce
has expanded the need to offer on-demand delivery services. Texas rural transit districts are
partnering with intercity bus operators to offer on-demand deliveries via both transit buses and
other agency vehicles, such as maintenance vans.
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WORKSHOP PRESENTATION

Last Mile Package Delivery
Stakeholder Workshop
<<Date>>
<<Location>>

This workshop has been developed by the Texas
A&M Transportation Institute (TTI) for the Texas
Department of Transportation (TxDOT). The
workshop and workshop materials have been
developed as part of TxDOT Research Project
0-6891: Using Public Transportation to Facilitate
Last Mile Package Delivery.
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•
•

Welcome and Introductions
Why are we here?

•

Overview

Agenda

– Background and Purpose
–
–
–
–

Intercity Bus Package Express Overview
Rural Transit Overview
Section 5311(f) ICB Program
FTA Incidental Use and Reporting Considerations

Break
• Stakeholder Perspective Brainstorm
• SCOT Analysis
Networking Lunch
• Facilitated Discussion

– Service Opportunities, Demand, Markets, Operation Considerations

•
•

Results Discussion
Next Steps
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SCOT ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
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AGENCY INFORMATION FORM

Agency/Company Interest Form
Agency Name: ____________________________________________________________
Workshop Participant Name: ________________________________________________
Is your agency interested in participating in the pilot package delivery service?
Yes!
Why? ___________________________________________________

Who should we contact at your agency to discuss the pilot?
Name: _____________________________________________________
Phone/Email: ________________________________________________
No.
Why not? _________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Did you find the workshop useful and informative? Why or why not?

Questions, Comments, Additional Feedback?
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APPENDIX C. EXAMPLE PACKAGE DELIVERY SERVICE
AGREEMENT
Appendix C contains an example package delivery service agreement Greyhound provides to
partner agencies.
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APPENDIX D. EXAMPLE TRAINING DOCUMENTS
Appendix D contains example training documents Greyhound provides to partner agencies to use
their ShipTrack system.
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